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Our objective is to make a series of reductions for the
problem of computing Ext in the category of pro-affine
algebraic groups over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, exploiting the notions of unipotence, reductiveness, and group coverings. After examining some of
the properties of Ext in a more general categorical setting,
due to G. Hochschild, we discuss the multiplicative character
theory for our groups and obtain several consequences of
simple connectedness before proceeding to the main objective.

1* Preliminaries* Let G be a group, F a field, and g: G —> F
an .F-valued function on G. For each x in <?, we define the left
and right translates of g by x by (x g)(y) = g(yx) and (g x)(y) =
g(xy) for all y in G, respectively. For all x and y in G, we have
(α? g) y = x-(g y) so we denote this simply by x g^y. We call g
a representative .F-valued function if the functions x g y with x
and y ranging over G lie in a finite dimensional space of functions.
This condition may easily be shown to be equivalent to the assertion that the functions x g all lie in a finite dimensional space of
functions, or that the functions g x do. The set &F(G) of all
representative J^-valued functions on G has the structure of a Hopf
algebra over F. The F-algebra structure of &F{G) is the usual
one. The comultiplication 7: &F{G) -» &F(G) (x) &F(G) sends any g
as above to the unique element Σ/<®ί/< o f &F(G)®&F(G)
for
which Σjfi(%)9i(v) = β(χy) f o r a l l x a n d V i n G. The antipode
yj: &F(G) —> &F(G) sends # to the function whose value at each a? in
1
G is (/(or ), and the counit c: &F(G) -> F is evaluation at the identity
element of G.
The pair (G, A) is called a pro-affine algebraic group over F if
A is a Hopf subalgebra of &F(G) which separates the points of G
and has the property that every F-algebra homomorphism A —> F is
the evaluation at some element of G. If A is finitely generated we
call (6r, A) an affine algebraic group over F.
More generally, if X is a set and A is an jP-algebra of i^-valued
functions on X, we call the pair (X, A) a pro-affine algebraic variety
over F if A separates the points of X and every F-algebra homomorphism A —> F is the evaluation at some element of X. If A is
finitely generated, we call (X, A) an affine algebraic variety over F.
This is one equivalent form of the usual notion.
If (X, A) and (F, J?) are pro-affine algebraic varieties over F9
189
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a function φ: X-^Y is called a polynomial map if, for each / in B,
the function foφ belongs to A, in which case the map sending such
/ to foφ is an F-algebra homomorphism B —>A which we will
denote by φf. If (G, A) and (J5Γ, B) are pro-affine algebraic groups
over F and φ: G —> H is both a polynomial map and a group homof
morphism, we call φ a rational homomorphism. In this case, φ is
a Hopf algebra homomorphism.
We assume from now on that F is algebraically closed, though
some of what we say is true more generally.
Since F is algebraically closed, the functor sending (X, A) to A
f
and φ to φ is easily seen to be a contravariant categorical equivalence from the category of pro-affine algebraic varieties over F
to the category of commutative jF-algebras which are reduced, i.e.,
contain no nonzero nilpotent elements. An inverse functor is the
one sending the commutative reduced i^-algebra A to the pair
(S^(A), A) where S^(A) is the set of all jP-algebra homomorphisms
A —> F and elements of A are viewed as functions on 2^(A) by
evaluation. If A is in fact a Hopf algebra, 5^ (A) has a natural
group structure and the functors defined just as the above are easily
seen to establish a contravariant categorical equivalence between
the category of pro-affine algebraic groups over F and that of commutative reduced Hopf F-algebras.
We will use the notations (X, A), (X, P(X)), and (5f (A), A) interchangably for pro-affine algebraic groups and varieties.
We give to pro-affine algebraic groups and varieties (X, A) the
usual Zariski topology, so that a subset Z of X is closed (or algebraic)
if and only if Z is the full annihilator in X of the annihilator J in
A of Z. The closure of a subset of X will be called its algebraic
hull (in X). If Z is algebraic, then (Z, A/J) is a pro-affine algebraic
variety in the natural way.
If, in the above situation, (X, A) is a pro-affine algebraic group
and Z a closed subgroup, then J is a Hopf ideal, A/J a Hopf algebra,
and (Z, A/J) a pro-affine algebraic group. If, in addition, Z is
normal in X, then (X/Z, Az) is a pro-affine algebraic group, where
z
A denotes the Z-&xed part of A under left (equivalently right)
translations. The canonical map π: X —> X/Z is a rational homomorf
z
phism with π the natural inclusion A —» A. It is easily seen that
if p:X—>Y is a polynomial map to a pro-affine algebraic variety Y
z
which is constant on cosets mod Z, the induced map p : X/Z —> Y
z
with p o π = p is a polynomial map, and if p is a rational homoz
morphism to a pro-affine algebraic group Y, then p is a rational
homomorphism.
If (X, A) and (Y, B) are pro-affine algebraic varieties (or groups)
over F, the map sending (ψ, ψ) to φ (x) ψ gives a bijection &(A) x
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> &(A (x) B), and the above contravariant categorical equivalences make it clear that (X x Y, A ® B) is a product in the
category of pro-affine algebraic varieties (or groups) over F, as
tensor products are coproducts in any reasonable category of Falgebras.
If (G, A) is a pro-affine algebraic group over F and H a, subgroup of G, H is called unipotent if the representation (by left
translations) of H on any finite dimensional left ίf-stable subspace
of A is unipotent. H is called reductive if its representation on A
is semisimple. If H is algebraic and unipotent, it follows that all
of its rational representations are locally unipotent, and if H is
algebraic and reductive it follows that all of its rational representations are semisimple (cf. [7, Proposition 2.3]).
In [6] we see that there is a normal unipotent (algebraic) subgroup of G, which we will denote Gu, which contains all normal
unipotent subgroups of G. Any reductive subgroup of G intersects
Gu trivially. It is shown that if F is of characteristic zero (and
algebraically closed), there is a reductive algebraic subgroup K of
G such that G is the semidirect product GUK, and any reductive
ι
subgroup L of G has some conjugate xLx~ contained in K with x
in the algebraic hull of the commutator subgroup [Gu, G]. So if G
is abelian, there is a unique maximal (algebraic) reductive subgroup
Gr of G and G = Gu x Gr.

A tool which is used in the proofs of most of these results is
Proposition 2.7 of [7], which we record here.
Let (Vα, pβα) be an inverse system
of compact Tι topological spaces with continuous closed maps
pί Vβ —> Va when a <£ β. This means, of course, that for any a
and β, there is a Ύ with a <* Ύ and β ^ 7, that each pi is the
identity on Va, and that pβa°prβ — Pi when a <^ β <; 7. Then the
inverse {projective) limit V of the system is nonempty.
If, for
some a, all the maps pi with β^a are surjective, so is the cononical
map ρa: V-+ Va.
PROJECTIVE LIMIT THEOREM.

If (G, A) is a pro-affine algebraic group over F, every finitely
generated subalgebra of A is contained in a finitely generated Hopf
subalgebra, so A is the union of these latter. If S ranges over any
increasingly filtered family of these whose union is A, we have a
natural identification &(A) = lim 5f (S). Each (gf(S), S) is an affine
s

algebraic group over F, hence the name pro-affine algebraic group.
A similar (simpler) discussion applies to pro-affine algebraic varieties.
Since we assume F is algebraically closed, the projective limit theo-
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rem applies to inverse systems in the category of affine algebraic
groups over F, via the coset topology (cf. [7]).
A pro-affine algebraic group (G, A) over F is called connected
if A is an integral domain. Proposition 2.1 of [6] shows that in
general G contains a unique normal connected algebraic subgroup
(?! such that G/G% is pro-finite, i.e., such that the restriction image
of (T/GJL to any finitely generated Hopf subalgebra of A is finite.
Gi is called the identity component of G, and its annihilator in A
consists of all elements a of A for which there is an a' in A with
α'(l) Φ 0 and aa' = 0.
2 Group coverings. Let ((?, A) and (H, B) be connected proaffine algebraic groups over F. A surjective rational homomorphism
π: H-+G is called a covering if its kernel P is pro-finite, i.e., P 1 =(l),
and the induced rational homomorphism H/P —> G is a rational isomorphism. If JF has characteristic 0, any bijective rational homomorphism is a rational isomorphism, so the latter condition is automatically satisfied. It follows from the fact that P is a totally
disconnected normal algebraic subgroup of the connected group H
that P is central in H. Because π is sur jective, the induced Hopf
algebra homomorphism π': A —> B is in jective.
In the case where F has characteristic 0, necessary and sufficient
conditions are given in [4] that, for a commutative integral domain
Hopf algebra B over F containing the Hopf subalgebra A, the restriction map 2^(JB) —> &(A) is a group covering, namely that B is
what is called a profinite extension of A. We refer the reader to
[4] for the details, including the definition of the space D£T) of
Kahler differentials of an .F-algebra T relative to an F-subalgebra
S, which we will take for granted in the proofs of Lemma 4.3 and
Theorem 4.4 below.
We remark that, again if F has characteristic 0, the proof of
Theorem 4.2 of [4] shows that if the integral domain .F-algebra B
is a profinite extension of the Hopf i^-algebra A, then for any Falgebra homomorphism cf:B-*F
extending the counit c:A-+F ot
Ay B has a unique structure of Hopf .F-algebra having c' as counit,
i.e., the identity element of &(B)9 which extends the Hopf algebra
structure of A.
A connected pro-affine algebraic group G over the algebraically
closed field F is called simply connected if every covering of G is
an isomorphism. If G and H are connected pro-affine algebraic
groups over F, a covering π:H-*G is called a universal covering
Ϋ
if, for every covering z: T-^>G, there is a unique covering π :H->T
r
such that τ o π — π. If π: H —» G is a universal covering, it is easy
to see that H must be simply connected. Theorem 5.1 of [4] shows
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that every connected pro-affine algebraic group over F has a universal covering, which is unique up to unique isomorphism. Theorem 5.2 of [4] shows that if G is a connected pro-affine algebraic
group over F and K a connected normal algebraic subgroup of G,
then if both K and G/K are simply connected so is G, and if G is
simply connected so is G/K, and so also is K if F is of characteristic
0 (as well as algebraically closed).
To see that a unipotent pro-affine algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 is simply connected, we
suppose that G is one and π: H-+G a covering. We have H = Hu Hr
where Hr is a maximal reductive subgroup of H. Since π(Hr) is
reductive and G unipotent, π{Hr) = (1). But if, hence Hrf is connected while the kernel of π is profinite. Hence Hr = (1), so H is
unipotent. Thus the kernel of π, being both reductive and unipotent, is trivial.
It is well-known (c.f. [1]) that if G is a connected reductive
affine algebraic group over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic zero and Ct(G) denotes the identity component of the center
of G and G' = [G, G], then both CX(G) and G' are algebraic subgroups
of G and the multiplication map CX(G) x f f - > ( ? is a covering, i.e.,
a surjective rational homomorphism with finite kernel. If (G, A) is
a connected reductive pro-affine algebraic group over such a field
F, let S range over the set of all finitely generated Hopf subf
algebras of A. Let G denote the inverse limit of all the (G s )"s, so
that Gf is the algebraic hull of the commutator subgroup of G.
We have that the identity component CJJ3-) of the center of G is
equal to the inverse limit of the G^G^'s. It follows that the
multiplication map C^G) x Gf —»G is a covering whose kernel is the
r
inverse limit of the kernels of the maps C^Gg) x (Gs) —»Gs. We
record this as a lemma.
1.1. Let G be a connected reductive pro-affine algebraic
group over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0. Let
r
GJfi) denote the identity component of the center of G and G the
algebraic hull of the commutator subgroup of G. Then the multiplication map CX(G) x G' —> G is a covering. If G is simply connected this map is rational isomorphism.
LEMMA

3. Automorphism groups* Let F be an algebraically closed
field and (G, A) SL pro-affine algebraic group over F. Let Aut (G)
denote the group of all rational automorphisms of G. For φ in
Aut (G) and a in A, we define the induced right translate a φ of a
by φ by a φ = aoφ.
Call a subgroup P of Aut (G) an algebraic subgroup of Aut (G)
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if P has a structure (P, B) of pro-affine algebraic group over F
such that the map P x G —
•
» G sending each (0, cc) to φ(x) is a polynomial map. Theorem 2.1 of [2] says that a subgroup P of Aut (G)
for which A becomes a locally finite P-module by right translations
is contained in a unique minimal algebraic subgroup of Aut (G). If
P is itself and algebraic subgroup of Aut (G), the same theorem
shows that there is a smallest Hopf subalgebra A(P) of &F{P)
making (P, A(P)) an algebraic subgroup of Aut (G), and that A(P)
is the smallest Hopf subalgebra of &F(P) containing the functions
λ/α with λ in Homf (A, F) and a in A, where X/a(φ) = λ(α ° 0) for ^
in P. If the characteristic of F is 0 and the structure (P, B) makes
P an algebraic subgroup of Aut (G), then necessarilly B = A(P).
Proposition 2.2 of [2] says that if (P, A(P)) is an algebraic subgroup of Aut (G) as above, and if H is an algebraic P-stable subgroup of G, then the canonical restriction map P -* Aut (If) is a
rational homomorphism onto an algebraic subgroup (PH, A(PH)) of
Aut (H). If H is normal in G, the canonical map P—> Aut(G/ίf) is
a rational homomorphism onto an algebraic subgroup (P^/jF/, A(Pσ/H))
of Aut (G/ίf).
Proposition 2.3 of [2] says that if P is an algebraic subgroup
of Aut(G) as above, then every finitely generated Hopf subalgebra
of A is contained in a finitely generated P-stable Hopf subalgebra
of A. If B is a finitely generated P-stable Hopf subalgebra of A,
the canonical map P —> Aut (G£) is a rational homomorphism onto an
affine algebraic subgroup of Aut (GB).
It is implicit in [2] that if φ:G-> Aut (If) is a homomorphism,
where G and H are pro-affine algebraic groups over F, then ^ is a
rational homomorphism onto an algebraic subgroup of Aut (If) if
and only if the map sending (g, h) to φ(g){h} is a polynomial map
G x H-+H.
4* Two remarks on pro-affine varieties* For each pro-affine
algebraic variety (X, A) over F, we have the diagonal map d:X-+
X x X where d(x) = (&, #) for a? in X. The image d(X) of d is
easily seen to be an algebraic subset of X x X whose annihilator
in A® A is the ideal generated by all elements a (g) 1 — 1 (x) a with
α in A. The map X -* c£(X) induced by ώ is a polynomial isomorphism whose inverse is the restriction to d(X) of either natural
projection X x X —> X. So the diagonal map is a closed morphism
onto a closed subset of X x X, i.e., X is separated in the usual
algebraic geometric sence. It follows that for any two polynomial
maps fί9 f2: X-+Y, the set of all elements x of X with f^x) = /2(cc)
is an algebraic subset of X.
The following lemma will be useful in § 2. Suppose (X, A) is a
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pro-affine algebraic variety over F and that Z is an algebraic subset
of X with annihilator I in A. Let X Π X denote the disjoint union
of two copies of X and let X JJZ X denote the set of equivalence
classes in X U X where two elements are equivalent if and only if
they represent the same element of Z in the respective copies of
X. Let ft and f2 denote the two maps X-* X HZX induced by the
two inclusions X—>XUXoίX
into the first, respectively second,
copy of X.
1.2. X JJZ X possesses a structure of pro-affine algebraic
variety over F such that ft and f2 are polynomial map and
(X Hz X> fiy fz) has the universal property that for any triple
(Y, gly g2) where Y is a pro-affine algebraic variety over F and g1 and
g2 are two polynomial maps X-^Y whose restrictions to Z coincide,
there is a unique polynomial map k: X]XZX —> Y such that koft = g1
and kof2 = g2. Also, clearly, Z coincides with the set of elements
x of X for which fx(x) = f2(x).
LEMMA

Proof. Consider the F-algebra A φ A. Let A φ Γ A denote the
F-subalgebra of i φ i consisting of all elements (a19 a2) with αt +
I — a2 + I. Both A φ A and A φ 7 A are clearly reduced. Two Falgebra homomorphisms A 0 A —• F are equal if and only if their
kernels coincide, and the same is true for A φ 7 A. The kernel of
any F-algebra homomorphism A 0 A -»F contains either (1, 0) or
(0, 1) since it contains their product. So if πx and π2 are the
canonical projections A 0 A —> A, then any .F-algebra homomorphism
4 0 i - > F factors through either πt or τr2. We therefore have a
natural identification of X JJ X with the set of all F-algebra homomorphisms A φ i - ^ F .
Because F is algebraically closed, any .F-algebra homomorphism
Aφz A —> F extends to one i 0 4 - > F , but not always uniquely.
If m and m' are the kernels of two distinct homomorphisms A —> F,
then neither ( m φ A ) n (A0Z A) nor (A($m) Γ) (A07 A) is equal to
either (m' φ i ) ί l ( 4 ®j A) or (A © mr) Π (A 0 7 A) because, for example, if a belongs to m but not m', then (α, a) is in both of the
former and neither of the latter. Now if ( m φ i ) f l (Aφ7 A) =
( i 0 m ) n (Aφ7 A), then for every a in / we have (α, 0) 6 (A0m)f)
*(A © 7 A) so also (α, 0) 6 (m φ A) n (A φ z A) and asm. Thus I £ m.
Clearly if / £ m then (m 0 A) Π (A φ 7 A) = (A 0 m) Π (A φ f A).
Thus an jF-algebra homomorphism A φ 7 A —> F has either one or
two extensions to A φ A according as its kernel does not or does
contain 1 0 / . If its kernel does contain / φ I, it is of the form
m φ 7 m and the kernels of the two extensions to A φ A are mζ&A
and A®m.
This shows that via the identification of X U X
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with Homalg (A φ A , F), the restriction map Homalg (A ® A, i*7) —>
Homaig (A φ 7 A, F) identifies X]1ZX
with Homalg (A φ 7 A, F). Via
this identification, the maps /i and f2 correspond to the restrictions to A φ z A of π1 and ττ2, so both f1 and /2 are polynomial
maps.
The universal property of (X Uz X, flf f2) is now easy to deduce.
Since we will not use it, we omit the argument. The last assertion
is clear.
5* Functorial properties of Ext. The results of this section are
valid in the setting described in §2 of [3]. We remind the reader
that S^ is a category of spaces (sets with possibly some additional
structure), S^g the category of groups in & (i.e., objects of £f with
group structures suth that multiplication and inversion are &>morphisms), and 2^ is a full subcategory of Sfg. Several assumptions are made on S^ and 2^, for example, that both admit (finite)
products and that gf admits semidirect products (cf. [3]). The above
provides all that is needed to verify that all of the assumptions
are satisfied when £f is the category of pro-affine algebraic varieties
over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic zero and S^ is
either S^g or the category of affine algebraic groups over F.
We recall that for objects G of 5f and 4 of ^ i is called a
G-space if there is given a homomorphism Ύ: G —> Aut^ (A) such
that the induced map G x A —> A is an j^-morphism. If A belongs
to 2^ and 7(G) c Aut> (A), A is called a G-group. We recall also
that it is assumed that every bijective 2^-morphism is a ^-isomorphism.
A subset B of an object A of £f is called closed in A if for
every a in A and not in J5, there are ^-morphisms / and g from
A to some object C of S* with /(&) = g(b) for all b in B but f(a) Φ
g(a). The discussion of §5 shows that in the category of pro-affine
algebraic groups over F as above, this notion of closure is equivalent
with Zariski closure. In general, enough assumptions are made on £f
that this gives its objects T1 topologies such that all ^-morphisms
are continuous.
Although it is not necessary, we avoid technical difficulties by
assuming that if K is a closed normal subgroup of an object G of
2^, then for any ^-morphism G—>A (A an object of £f) which is'
constant on cosets mod K, the induced map G/K —> A is an ^-morphism. It follows that if K acts trivially on a ^-space A, then A
is a G/i£-space. Also, one easily sees that a G-stable subspace of a
G-space is also a G-space. We have seen above that these conditions
are satisfied in the categories of pro-affine algebraic groups over a
field F as above.
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Group extensions* If A and H are objects of G an extension
of A by H consists of a surjective 2^-morphism σ: E-+ H and a %?isomorphism a: A-> E of A onto the kernel of σ. It follows that
the induced bijective S^-morphism E/a(A) -> H is a ^-isomorphism
(which would otherwise have been part of our definition). Such an
extension will be denoted by [A, E, H]a>o, or [A, E, H]σ when we
wish to suppress a in the notation. We will generally regard a as
an identification of A with α(A) making the abbreviated notation
natural, as well as more controllable. Two extensions [A, Elf H]σi
and [A, E2, H]σ2 will be called equivalent if there is a 2^-morphism
λ: Eλ —> 1^ such that λ(α) = α for each α in A and GΓ2 o \ = (T^, which
makes λ α ^-isomorphism.
For an object A of S^, we will write Aut (A) for Aut, (A) and
Inn (A) for the normal subgroup of Aut (A) consisting of all inner
automorphisms of A. We shall write O(A) for Aut (A)/Inn (A).
Let [A, E, H]σ be a group extension in S^. It follows that the
1
map A-> A sending a to eae" is a ^-automorphism for each e e E.
So we have a homomorphism E —» Aut (A) which is easily seen to
make A into an jE-group. The kernel of the induced homomorphism
E->O(A) contains A, so this induces a homomorphism η\ H-*O(A).
We say that the extension [A, E, H]σ induces η. One easily sees
that equivalent extensions of A by H induce the same homomorphism Ύ], so we may speak of the homomorphism η induced by an
equivalence class of extensions of A by H. We denote by Ext (H, A, η)
the set of all equivalence classes of extensions of A by H inducing
η: H-^ O(A), which may be empty for a particular homomorphism η.
If A happens to be abelian, then Inn (A) is trivial, so rj'.ΈL-^
Aut (A). More generally, let [A, E, H]σ be a group extension in gf
inducing η:H-*O(A).
Let C denote the center of A. One easily
sees that C is a closed normal subgroup of A. Clearly C is stable
under every element of Aut (A) and, in fact, restriction gives a
homomorphism Aut (A) —> Aut (C) which is trivial on Inn (A), hence
induces a homomorphism O(A) —> Aut (C). The induced i£-group
structure on C is the composite E-^ Aut (A) -* Aut (C) and this is
trivial on A, so induces an H-group structure Ύ]Q: H—> Aut (C). This
is easily seen to coincide with the composite H X O(A) —»Aut (C).
Next we describe the Baer composite, which gives to Ext (£Γ, C, 7j0)
the structure of abelian group and also gives an action of this group
on the set Ext (H, A, η). We will then prove the analogue of the
familiar result in the category of abstract groups that this action
is faithful and (simply) transitive.
Suppose [A, E, H]σ and [B, F, H]r are two extensions in g?',
inducing Ύ]\ H -» O(A) and μ: H —> O(B), respectively. Let C(A) and
C(B) denote the respective centers. Suppose that C is a object of
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S? which is a closed subgroup of both C(A) and C(B) and that the
induced actions ηQ: H —> Aut (C(A)) and μ0: Jϊ—> Aut (C(B)) both stabilize C and induce the same action of H on C making C an iϊ-group.
1
Let C° denote the set of all elements (c, c"" ) of A x B with
c e C . Then C° is a central subgroup of A x 5 which is easily seen
to be closed. Write D for {A x B)/C°. Because we assume that η
and μ induce the same action on C, they canonically induce a homomorphism v\ H->O(D).
Namely, if <j> and ψ represent η(h) and μ(h)
in Aut (A) and Aut (J5), respectively, the element φxψ oί Aut (A x 5)
stabilizes C° (and so does its inverse) and so induces an element of
Aut (D). A routine check shows that the class vih) in O(D) of this
element depends only on rjQi) and μ(h), and that this indeed defines
a homomorphism v: H-> O(D). The map C-> J9 sending c to (c, 1)C° =
(1, c)C° is an injective 2^-morphism onto a closed central subgroup
of D, so identifies C with a closed central subgroup of D on which
v is easily seen to induce the same action as *η and μ.
Now denote by (E x F)σ>τ the set of all elements (e, f) of E x F
for which σ(β) = τ(/). Then (E x jP)σ,Γ is easily seen to be a closed
subgroup of E x F. The homomorphism π': (J57 x F)σ>τ —> ί ί sending
(e, f) to σ(β) = τ(f) is easily seen to be a surjective gΓ-morphism.
The kernel of πf coincides with A x B. Our assumption that Ύ] and
μ induce the same action on C implies that C° is a (closed) normal
subgroup of (E x F)Otr.
Let G = (£7 x ί 7 ).,,/^ and let π: G -> if be
the ^-morphism induced by π'
The kernel of 7Γ coincides with
fl = ( i x B)/C° and we have an extension [D, G, i ί ] r in g 7 which
one easily sees to induce v. We call [D, G, H]z the Baer composite
of [A, Ey H]σ and [B, F, H]τ9 and we denote [D, G, BΓ]ff by [A, E, H]σ ffl
[B, F, £Γ] r .
Next, a routine verification shows that the class of [D, G, H]κ
in Ext (H, D, v) depends only on the classes of [A, E, H]σ and [J5, F, H]τ
in Ext (Hj A, η) and Ext (H, B, μ), respectively, so that the Baer
composite yields a map Ext (H, A, ΎJ) x Ext (H, B, μ) —> Ext (£Γ, D, v).
Finally, one verifies that this composition is associative, i.e., if
[A*, Eif H]σ. represent elements of Ext (J9Γ, Aί9 η%) for i — 1, 2, 3 where
C is closed central subgroup of each A% and each Ληi induces the
same action of H on C, then the class of
[A, Eίf H]σi ffl [A2, Et, H]σ2 m [A3, j&w jff],3
does not depend on how one inserts parentheses.
that the recipe
((eu e 2 )C°, eΆ)C°

The verification

>( β w ( β 2 ,

does produce the required equivalence is a straightforward series of
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applications of the assumptions on
<&.
We specialize first to the case where A is abelian, so η:H—>
Aut (A). Taking C = A, we have a ^-isomorphism (A x A)/A° -» A
induced by the multiplication in A. Viewing this isomorphism as
an identification, the Baer composite gives a map Ext (H, A, η) x
Ext (iϊ, A, η) —> Ext (H, A, η). We have just remarked that this
operation is associative, and it is easily seen to be commutative.
To see that the class of the semidirect product (A H)η is an identity
element, one shows that if [A, E, H]0 represents an element of
Ext (H, A, η)9 then the recipe ((α, h)f e)A° —> ae gives an equivalence
[A, (A H)v, H] ffl [A, E, H]o -> [A, E, H]σ. Next, if [A, E, H]σ represents an element of Ext (H, A,η), a representative for the inverse
of this element is given as follows: Let a: A—> A be the map sending
each a in A to α""1. Since A is abelian this is a ^-isomorphism.
We see immediately that the extension [A, E, H]a,σ induces η. Writing
[A, F9 H]τ = [A, F, H]σ ffl [A, E, H]a,σ, we see that F = (JS7 x #)σ,σ/A°
where A0 is the set of all elements (a, a) with a in A. The recipe
(elf e2)A0\-^(e1e2lf o{e^)) is easily seen to give an equivalence [A, F, if]Γ->
[A, (A jff),, JSΓ]. Thus the class of [A, Ey H]a>σ is inverse to the class
of [A, E, H]σ. So the Baer composite makes Ext (H, A, η) into an
abelian group when A is abelian.
More generally, let [A, E, H]σ be an extension of A by H in &
inducing η:H->O(A) and let C denote the center of A. We view
the ^-isomorphism (C x A)/C° —> A induced by the restriction to
C x i of the multiplication in A as an identification. Its inverse
is the map sending each a in A to (1, a)C°. The Baer composite
then gives a function Ext (if, C, %) x Ext (H, A, 07) -> Ext (if, A, 57).
An equivalence [C, (C i f ) v ff] ffl [A, j£, H]σ -> [A, 2?, ίί] σ can be constructed in g^ from the recipe ((c,ft),e)C° ι-> cβ. This and the associativity of the Baer composite imply that the above function gives
an action of the abelian group Ext (H, G, η0) on the set Ext (if, A, η).
PROPOSITION 2.1. // Ext (if, A, η) is nonempty, the above action
of Ext (if, C, 7}Q) on Ext {H, A, η) is faithful and (simply) transitive.

Proof. First we show that if [C, F, H]τ and [A, E, H]σ represent
elements of Ext (H9 C, η0) and Ext (H, A, η), respectively, and if
[C, F, H]T ffl [A, E, H]σ is equivalent to [A, E, H]σ, then [C, F, H\ is
equivalent to [C, (C JEf)9o, 2ϊ]. This implies that the action is faithful.
Write [A, G, H]p for [C, F, i ί ] r ffl [A, E, H]σ and suppose a:G~>E
is an equivalence isomorphism. The map β: (F x E)τ>σ —> £/ given
0 1
by £(/» β) = ea{(ff βjC }" is an ^-morphism.
Now σ/3(/, e) =
1
σ(β)σα{(/, e)CT =Φ)p{(f9 e ) C ° r = ^ y ( e Γ = l for all (/, β) 6 (FxE)r,a,
so /S(/, β) 6 A for all (/, e) 6 (Fx J&)Γf<r. Also, whenever (/, e) e (FxE)r,σ
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and α e i , we have e~ ae = α{(l, β^aeϊC*} = α{(/, βΓ'CL, α)(/, e)C } «{(/, ^CT'ααK/i e)C0} which implies that α " W , β)α = £(/, β). Thus
£(/, e)eC, and /S may be viewed as an ^-morphism (F x E)τ,σ-+C.
Now we define an ^-morphism 7: (F x E)τ,σ->F by 7(/, β) = /3(/, e)f.
If (/« βi) and (/2, β2) are elements of (F x -K)r,α, then

so 7 is a g^-morphism. If c e C and αeA, then 7(c, αc"1) =
αc'^Kl, α)C°}~1C = 1, so the closed normal subgroup (1, A)C° of
(F x 2£)r,σ is contained in the kernel of 7. Hence 7 induces a isomorphism δ: H-* F such that δp((f, e)C°) = 7(/, e), i.e., δτ(/) = 7(/, e).
Thus τδτ(f) — τ(7(/, e)) = τ(/). Since τ is surjective, this shows
that τδ is the identity map on H. Now the map F-*(C H)Vo given
by f—>(fδτ(f)~ί,τ(f))
is an ^-morphism and also homomorphism,
so it is a S^-morphism. This is easily seen to give an equivalence
[C, F, H\ -> [C, (C JEΓ)9o, if]. As remarked above, this shows that
the Baer action is faithful.
Now we turn to showing that the action is transitive. For
this let [A, Eί9 H]σi and [A, E2, H]σ2 represent two elements of
Ext (if, A, η). We must produce an extension [C, F, H]T inducing ηQ
and an equivalence isomorphism between [C, F, H]τ ffl [A, J^, J5Γ]βl
and [A, E2,

H]θ2.

Let D denote the set of all pairs (elf e2) in E1 x E2 for which
1
1
^i(βi) — ^fe) and ^aer = ^aer for all α 6 A. The set D' of all pairs
(elf β2) in £Ί x E2 satisfying the second condition is closed, being the
intersection of the inverse images of 1 under the ^-morphisms
Eι x E2-> A sending (e19 e2) to β1αβr1e2α~1β2"1 for the various a e A.
So D = D' Π CEΊ x 2£2)σlfσ2 is closed in Eλ x ^2, and it is clearly a
subgroup. Let Ao denote the set of all elements (α, α) with a e A.
Then Ao is a closed subgroup of A x A, which is a closed subgroup
of EΊ x i?2, so Ao is closed in Eγ x i?2 and so also in D. Also, Ao is
a normal subgroup of D. Write ί 7 for JD/A . The map c -> (c, 1)AO
is a ^-isomorphism of C onto a closed normal subgroup of F. Let
τ: F->H be the ^-morphism induced by the restriction to D of the
gf-morphism (E, x E2)θ2,σ2 -> if sending (βx, β2) to ^(βj = σ2(β2). We
claim that τ is surjective. For this, let heH.
Choose (elf e2) 6
(J&! x E2)av<,2 with σ^βj = <72O2) = h. Then the conjugations by ex
and β2 on A differ by an inner automorphism of A, say e^e^1 =
'^f1 for all α e i , with α0 some element of A. Replacing ex by
we have (βx, e2) 6 D and τ((ei, e2)A0) = h, showing that r is surjec0
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tive. If (eίf e2) e D and σ^) = 1, then ^ e i s o also β2 e A and e2 eι e C.
But then (e19 e2)A0 eC. So C is equal to the kernel of τ and we have
an extension [C, F, H]T, which is easily seen to induce ηQ.
Finally, we obtain an equivalence isomorphism [C9 Ff H]v ffl
[A, E19 H]σi-> [A, E2, H]σ2 as follows: The ,5^-morphism (D x EJ^-*
E2, where λ(eL, e2) = ^(ej = σ2(e2) for (elf e2) e D, given by (ew β2, βj ι-»
1
β2βr β"1 is easily seen to be a homomorphism, i.e., a ^-morphism (we
note that eτ1e1 e A because ^(βj — o^ej). It is constant on the cosets
mod the closed normal subgroup Ao x 1 of (ΰ x EJχ,^. It therefore
induces a ^-morphism (DxEJx^JiAoX

1)—>E2, i.e.,

(DIA0xEx)T!(Jl—>E2.

The kernel of this map contains C°, so it induces a g^-morphism
(JP x EUT,OJG ~> ^2, which is easily seen to give the desired equivalence. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Q

Next we wish to admit some of the results of [3] which have
to do with the functorial properties of Ext. We will exhibit the
results we need and those definitions which are not obvious, and
omit the proofs.
First, suppose that G, A, B, and C are objects of 2^, with A, B,
and C abelian. Suppose that the homomorphisms ΎJ\ G — > Aut^ (A),
μ: G—> Autz? (B),and v: G—> Aut^ (C) make A, B, and C into G-groups.
Suppose further that

is a short exact sequence of 27-morphisms and that we have
μ(g){a(a)} = a(7j(g){a})

and
- β(μ(g){b})

for all a in A, b in J5, and g in G. In this situation we shall say
that 1 —> A —> B —> C —> 1 is an exact sequence of G-groups (which
happen to be abelian). It was shown in [3] that we have an exact
sequence of homomorphisms
H\G, A)

> H\G, B)
> Ext (G, A)

> H\G, C)
> Ext (G, B)

> Ext (G, C)

(where we suppress η, μ, and v in the notation). The H's are the
(obvious) groups of equivalence classes of those 1-cocycles which are
also ,^-morphisms.
To define the map H\G, C) -> Ext (G, A), suppose that f:G->C
is a 1-cocycle and also an ,5^-morphism. Denote by Ef the set of
all elements (6, g) of the semidirect product (B G)μ for which β(b) =
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f(g). Then Ef is a closed subgroup of (B G)μ. The restriction π
to Ef of the canonical S^-morphism (B G)μ —> G is surjective, and
its kernel coincides with the image of A under the injective isomorphism ii—• (B-G)μ sending each a in A to (α(α), 1). This gives
an extension [A, £7/, G]π which, in fact, induces η. After several
verifications, one sees that this defines a homomorphism H\G, C) —»
Ext (G, A).
To define the maps Ext (G, A) -> Ext (G, J5) and Ext (G, 5) ->
Ext (G, C), suppose, more generally, that M and iV are two abelian
G-groups, say via homomorphisms δ: G -> Aut*(M) and ε:G—>
Aat&iN). Suppose that λ: Λf—> JV is a morphism of G-groups. If
[M, JE, G]ff is an extension inducing δ, denote by M° the set of all
elements (λ(m), m"1) of the semidirect product (N E)eπ where meM.
Then M° is a closed normal subgroup of (N E)επ, and we denote
(N-E)επ/M° by £?> We denote by πλ the sur jective ^-morphism
Eλ-+G for which πλ((n, e)M0) = π(e) for every n in N and e in E.
The map w H^ (n, ΐ)M° is then a ^-isomorphism of N onto the kernel
of πλ and this gives an extension [N, Eλ, G]zχ called the kernel shift
of [M, E, G]π with respect to λ. One easily verifies that [N, Eh G]πχ
induces ε and that this gives a homomorphism Ext (G, M, S) —>
Ext(G, N, e).
We summarize the assertions, for later reference, in a proposition.
PROPOSITION

2.2.1. Given a short exact sequence
1

>A

>B

>C

>1

of morphisms of abelian G-groups, the sequence
H\G, A)

> H\G, B)
• Ext (G, A)

> H\G, C)
> Ext (G, B)

> Ext (G, C)

described above is exact.
Proof. See [3].
Next we examine the variance of Ext in its other argument.
Suppose that G and V are objects of 3^, V abelian, and that η:G->
Aut^ (V) makes V into a G-group (we shall not need the more
general treatment given in [3] for arbitrary V, not necessarily
κ
abelian). Let K be a closed normal subgroup of G. Denote by V
the set of all elements of V which are left fixed by each η(k) with
keK.
Then Vκ is a closed subgroup of V, being the intersection
of inverse images of 1 under the ^-morphisms V-+V sending v to
1
Mv" for the various k in K. It was shown in [3] that we
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have an exact sequence of homomorphisms
(0)

κ

> HXG/K, V )
κ
> Ext (G/K, V )

> ίΓ(G, V)
> H\K,\G Vf
> Ext* (G, V)
> H\G/K, H\K, V)) .

Again we suppress in the notation the actions of K, G, and G/K on
various groups, it being understood that all of these arise naturally
ι
from the action of G on V. If we denote by Z (K, V) the abelian
group of all 1-cocycle ^-morphisms K —> V, then G operates on
ι
Z\K, V) by (g f)(k) = η(g){f(g' kg)) = g ftg-'kg). This action stabilizes the group B\K, V) of 1-coboundary ^-morphisms K-*V, so
induces an action of G on H\K, V), and H\K, Vf denotes the fixed
part of H\K, V) with respect to this action.
The first two maps H\G/K, VK)->H\G, V)->H\K, Vf are just
the usual inflation and restriction.
To define the map Hι(K, Vf -»Ext (G/K, Vκ) which is called
the transgression, let feZ\K, V). Write V-K for (V K)vlκ, and
denote by Kf the set of all elements (/(fc), fc) of V K where keK.
Denote by Nf the normalizer of Kf in V-G — (V-G)v. Then both
Kf and Nf are closed subgroups of V G. Now one can show that
the restriction to Nf of the canonical S^-morphism V G —> G is
surjective if and only if the class of / in H\K, V) is G-fixed.
Assuming it is, this surjection induces a surjective ^-morphism
δfi Nf/Kf ~> G/K. The ^-isomorphism Vκ ~> F G sending each v in
Vκ to (v, 1) is easily seen to take values in Nf, so it induces a g^
morphism Vκ -> Nf/Kf. One (verifies that this is injective and that
it identifies Vκ with the kernel of δff so that we have an extension
κ
[V 9 Nf/Kf, G/K]δf, which induces the same G/ίC-group structure on
κ
V as is naturally induced by η. After many verifications, one sees
that this defines a homomorphism H\K, Vf ~> Ext (G/K, Vκ).
κ
To define the map Ext (G/K, V ) -> Ext,, (G, V), whose range is
the set of equivalence classes of extensions of V by G inducing η
which are 2£-split, let [ Vκ, E, G/K]σ be an extension inducing that
action which is naturally induced by η. We lift this to the extension [Vκ, E', G]π, where E' is the fiber product E Xσ,r G, τ:G-*G/K
the canonical map, and πr(e, g) — g for all (e, g) in E'. Then we
apply the kernel shift with respect to the morphism Vκ —> V of Ggroups, obtaining the extension [V, E", G]π>, where E" is the quotient
f
κ
of (V*E )ηπ> by the closed normal subgroup (V )° consisting of all
1
Σ
elements (v, v" ) where v e V . The verifications here are very easy,
κ
and show that this defines a homomorphism Ext (G/K, V )-^Έxt (G, V)
which actually takes values in Ext#(G, V).
Finally, to define the map Ext,, (G, V) -> H\G/K, H\K, V))f and
describe what its range is, let [ V, E, G]π be an extension inducing
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η and suppose that it is i£-split, i.e., that there is a g^-morphism
X:K-^E
such that π(λ(fc)) = k for every k in K. Then, using λ,
we may identify the inverse image of K in E with V K so that
7r(v, k) — k for v e F, & 6 if. Since this is a closed normal subgroup
of E, we have an j^-group structure 7: E-> Aut^ ( F K) on V K
by conjugations within 2£. We also have a G-group structure p:
G->Aut y ( F , if) where /o(^){(v, fc)} = 0?(#)M,flrfcflΓ1)for veV,
keK,
and # e G . We define a function / : E-> Aut y ( F if) by /(β) =
7(β) © piπζe"1)) for β in £7. Then in fact f(e) belongs to the subgroup
A of Autsf ( F JBL) consisting of all ^-automorphisms which induce
the identity automorphism on both V and (V K)j V. We denote by
F* the subgroup of A consisting of all conjugations on F K by
elements of F, and then A./F* is naturally isomorphic with the
group H\K9 F). If A is made into an (abstract) ^-module by
1

e φ = p{π(e))oψop^ie' ))

for eeE, ψe A, then f:E-+A

is in fact

#

a 1-cocycle. The action of E on A/F , induced by that of E on A,
factors through G via π, and this coincides with the usual action
of G on H\K, V). This, in turn, factors through G/K via τ. Now
one puts #(e) - /(β)F* so flr: £/-> A/F* = JT^JSΓ, F), and then g is a
1-cocycle. This, in turn, factors through G/K, inducing a 1-cocycle
h: GjK^ H\K, V). The map Ext,, (<?, F) -^ iίXG/iί", H\K, V)) sends
the class of [H, E, G]π to the class of h. One must beware that,
although H\K, V) consists of equivalence classes of 1-cocycle Sfmorphisms, it does not in general carry a structure of object of S?
and Ή.\G\K, H\K, V)) consists of equivalence classes of arbitrary
1-cocycles G/K-* H\K, F). We summarize this for later reference
in a proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. Let F, G, and K be objects of & where K
is a closed normal subgroup of G and V is an abelian G-group.
Then we have an exact sequence of abelian group homomorphisms.

(0)

> HXG/K, Vκ)
κ

— * Ext (G/K, V )

> H\G, V)
> Ext* (G, F )

> HXK, Vf
> H\G/K, H\K, V))

where the group H\K, V) consists of equivalence classes of 1-cocycle
S^-morphisms while H\G/K, H\K, F)) consists of equivalence classes
of arbitrary 1-cocycles.
Proof. See [3].
Next we examine how (parts of) the exact sequences of Propositions 2.2.1 and 2-2.2 fit together with the situation of Proposition 2.1.
First suppose that A, B, and G are objects of ^ and that
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a: A -* B is a S^-morphism. Suppose that ψ G —> O(A) and μ: G -»
0{B) are homomorphisms. Let Ai and J?,. denote the centers of A
>
and J3, respectively, and suppose that a(A±) £ Bx. Let 3y0: G —
Aut (Ax) and μo;G-+ Aut (2^) be induced by rj and /* and suppose
that these make A1 and Bx into G-groups. Suppose also that the
restriction of a to A1 is a morphism of G-groups so that it yields a
homomorphism Ext (G, Ax) —> Ext (G, J5J of abelian groups.
Now suppose that [A, E, G\z is an extension inducing η. This
gives rise to an i?-group structure 7: E —• Aut^ (A) on A by conjugations within i£. Suppose we are given an ϋ'-group structure δ:E->
Aut^ (J5) such that
δ(e){a(a)} — α(7(e){α}) for e in E, a in A
8{a){b] — ^αjftαία)"1
for a in A, 6 in B
and such that δ induces the homomorphism μ: G —> O(JS). Then we
may construct an extension [JS, ΛΓ, G]σ inducing ^ and making a
commutative diagram

0

as follows: Let A denote the subset of (B-E)δ consisting of all
elements (cc(a), or1) with a in A. Then A0 is a closed normal subgroup of (BΈ)t,
and we put M= (B D)δ/A°. The ^-morphism
(5 E)§ —> G sending each (6, e) to τr(β) induces a surjective ^-morphism σ: M—>G. The ^-morphism B-^M sending each 6 in 5 to
(by 1)A° is a ^-isomorphism of B onto the kernel of σ. This gives
an extension [B, M, G] which is easily seen to induce μ. We define
λ: E -> If by λ(β) = (1, β)A° for β e E, and then λ is a S^-morphism
making the above diagram commute. We call [J5, M, G]σ the kernel
shift of [A, E, G]π along α and with respect to δ.
Suppose [A, E, G]^, a, and δ are as above, and [B, Mf G]σ is the
kernel shift as above. We wish to show that for any extension of
At by G inducing η0, we may operate with this extension on [A, E, G]*
and take a kernel shift or we may take kernel shifts of both [A, E, G]π
and this extension of Aί by G and then operate, and thereby obtain
equivalent extensions of B by G.
Let [A19 P, G]e be an extension inducing η0. We write [A, £", G]π> =
[Λ, P, G]ε ffl [A, JS;, G],, where Er - (PxE)uJA* and τr'((p, β)A?) - π(β)
for all p in P, e in i?, and the map A-^Er sends each α in A to
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(1, a)Al
Define 7': E' AuW (A) by Ύ\(p, e)Aΐ) = 7(e), which is a definition because Ax is contained in the kernel of 7. Then one easily
sees that 7' makes A into an i£'-group. Next define <5': Er —> Aut^ (2?)
by <5'((p, e)A[) = <5(e), also a definition because ^ is contained in the
kernel of δ. One easily sees that we have
δ\e'){a(a)} = α(7'(e'){α})
1

δ\a){b} = a^baiμY

for e' in £", α' in A
for α in A, & in B

and that S' induces μ:G->O(B)f
while 7' induces ^:G->O(A). So
we may consider the kernel shift of [A, E', G]π, along a with respect
to δ'. Let us denote this by [B, M', G]σ>.
On the other hand, we may take the kernel shift of [Alf P, G]ε
along aUl: At -> Bx. - Let us denote this by [Bx, Q, G]H, where Q =
(JB, P)«o£/A?,
etc.
2.3. In the notation introduced above, the two extensions [J5X, Q, (?]εi EB [B, M, G]σ and [B, M', G]σr are equivalent.
PROPOSITION

Proof. For notational convenience, we will write X Xξ}P Y rather
than (X x Y)ξ,p for a fiber product of X and Y with respect to
maps ζ and p of X and F, respectively, into some third space, both
here and subsequently. We must produce an equivalence ^-isomorphism
Γ/Γ?

X

TΠ\

/ /t 01 / DO

a l(n - hi )a/Λ i/jDi

εv

{ ~Γ> ( T)

> (&

(r

v/

χε

Using the assumptions on g^ in a straightforward manner, this map
may be constructed by the recipe ((6^ p)A°l9 (6, e)A0)B01-^(b1b, (p, e)A°1)A°
where bxeBu peP, beB, and
eeE.
Now suppose A and G are objects of gf and 97: G —> O(A) is a
homomorphism. Let C denote the center of A and τj0: G ~+ Aut (C)
the homomorphism induced by η. Suppose that ηo{G) Q Autsr (C)
and that % makes C into a G-group. Let H be an object of gf and
ω:H-^G
a S^-morphism (not necessarily injective or surjective).
Then we have a group homomorphism Ext (G, C, %) -* Ext (H, C, %α>)
and a set map Ext (G, A, 27) —> Ext (H, A, ηω), although the set
Ext (G, A, 57) may be empty.
Suppose [A, E, G]π is an extension inducing η. Denote
Eχπ,ωH
by Eω and put πω(e, Λ) = Λ for all (e, Λ) 6 i? ω , so the map Ext (G, A, 37)—•
Ext (iί, A, 77ft)) sends the class of [A, E, G]x to that of [A, Eω, H]πω.
Now suppose [C, ikί, G]α is an extension inducing η0. Put Mω =
MXσ,ωH
and σω(m, h) = h for all (m, h)eMω, so the homomorphism
Ext (G, C, ft) -> Ext (jff, C, 570α>) sends the class of [C, If, G]σ to that
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of [C, Mω, H]σω.

Next put E1 = (MXσJtE)/C°
and πl(m, e)C°) = σ(ra) - ττ(β) for
(m, β)C° e 2ΪΊ (well-defined because C is contained in the kernel of
both σ and π). Then we have [A, JEΊ, G]ffl - [C, M9 G]σ ffl [A, # , G]*.
Put # f = J^ XH>ωH and πffe, Λ) = A for all (e19 h)eEΐ.
Then the
map Ext (G, A, 37) —• Ext (if, A, 37*0) sends the class of [A, Eu G]Zl to
that of [A, # r , i f ] ^ .
PROPOSITION 2.4. In the notation introduced above, the two exω
ω
tensions [C, M , H]σω ffl [A, E , H]πω and [A, E?, H]πi(O are equivalent.

Proof.

We need an equivalence ^-isomorphism

(M Xσ,ω H) Xσ<o,π« (E Xπ,ω H)/Co - * ((M Xσπ E)/C°) Xπi,ω H

which is obtainable from the recipe ((m, hx), (e, h2))C° -> ((m, e)C°, hji^)
where meM, eeE, hlf h2eH.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose A and G are objects of Sf, A is
abelian, and the homomorphism f]\ G —> Aut^ (A) makes A into a
G-group. Suppose A has closed subgroups Ax and A2 both of which
are stable under y](G) and such that A is equal to the direct product
A1xA2.
Then we have an isomorphism Ext (G, A, τj)~ Ext (G, A19 ^ ) x
Ext (G, A2, r]2), where ηt: G —> Aut^ (A<) is ίfeβ homomorphism
induced
by fj and taking restrictions, for i = 1, 2.

Proof.

By Proposition 2.2.1, the short exact sequeuces

of abelian G-groups give rise to exact sequences
Ext (G, A» Vύ - ^ Ext (G, A, η) —

Ext (G, A2, ηt)

Ext (G, Λ , ^ ) J— Ext (G, A, 97) ^— Ext (G, A2, %) .
One easily sees that β°a and Tog are equal to the identity maps
on Ext (G, Alf ηύ and Ext (G, A2, %), respectively. For example, if
[A19 E19 G]πi induces η19 then βoa sends its class to that of the ex-

tension [A, (A, ((A EXJAΐ^JA0,

G]κ, where

π:(A-E1)ηeι/Aϊ-+G

sends (α, βJAJ to TΓ^^). An equivalence ^-isomorphism of this to
the extension [Al9 Elf G]πi is obtainable from the recipe (alf (α, β1)
It follows that a and £ are injective and that β and 7 are sur-
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jectiue. Now one sees immediately that the homomorphism
Ext (G, A19 r],) x Ext (G, A2, %) - ^ Ext (G, A,)?)
is an isomorphism.
6* Character groups of pro-affine algebraic groups* Throughout
this section we will assume that the field F is algebraically closed,
but we do not specify its characteristic. If (G, P(G)) is a pro-affine
algebraic group over F, we denote by G the group of all rational
homomorphisms G-+F* under valuewise multiplication. If (JET, P(H))
is another pro-affine algebraic group over F and a: G —> H a rational
homomorphism, the map a:H^G
defined by ά(φ) — φ^a for ^ e i ϊ
is a homomorphism. These definitions make " a functor from the
category of pro-affine algebraic groups over F to the category of
abelian groups.
An element of G is, in particular, a polynomial function G—+F,
i.e., an element of P(G). If 7: P(G) -> P(G) (x) P{G) denotes the Comultiplication in P(G), then G is precisely the set of group-like
elements of P(G), i.e., the set of all nonzero elements φ of P(G) for
which Ύ(φ) — φ® φ. If a: G —> ί ί is as above, then α is just the
restriction to Jϊof the Hopf algebra homomorphism a!\ P(H) —> P(G)
induced by a.
Because the group F* is reductive and abelian, the kernel of
any rational homomorphism G —> F* contains the subgroup GUG' of
G which is generated by the unipotent radical Gu of G and the
algebraic hull G' of the commutator subgroup of G. GUG' is a
normal algebraic subgroup of G and the canonical map G —> G/GUG'
is universal, in the obvious sence, among rational homomorphisms
from G into reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic groups over F.
So we see that G is isomorphic with G/GUG'. It is therefore natural
to consider the restriction of " to the full subcategory of all reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic groups over F. We will see that this
restriction is a contravariant categorical equivalence onto the category
of all abelian groups without ^-torsion, where p is the characteristic
of F. If p = 0, is an equivalence onto the category of all abelian
groups.
Suppose (G, P(G)) is a reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic group
over F. Let F[G] denote the group algebra of G over F. It contains G as an jP-basis, and multiplication is defined in the obvious
way in terms of the group multiplication in G. We make F[G]
into a Hopf algebra defining the comultiplication 7, antipode η9 and
counit c by
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The map F[G] -• P(G) obtained by extending the inclusion G -> P(G)
by ίMinearity is easily seen to be a Hopf algebra homomorphism.
It is well-known that distinct homomorphisms from a group to the
multiplicative group of a field are independent functions over that
field, so the above map is injective.
To see that the above map is an isomorphism, we observe that,
since P(G) is a rational module for the reductive abelian group G,
Schur's lemma implies that Piβ) is a sum of 1-dimensional G-submodules. If Fu is a 1-dimensional G-submodule spanned by u9 it is
easy to verify that (l/u(e))u belongs to G, where e denotes the
identity element of G. This proves the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (G, P(G)) be a reductive abelian pro-affine
algebraic group over F. Then the natural Hopf algebra homomorphism F[G] —> P(G) is an isomorphism.

Let p denote the characteristic of F, and let (G, P(G)) be as in
the above proposition. Then if p Φ 0, the abelian group G has no
p-torsion. To see this we simply observe than if φeG, then φn = 1
if and only if the image of φ is contained in the group of nth. roots
of unity in F * and the only (pm)th root of unity in JF* is 1 for
every positive integer m. This shows that is a functor from the
category of reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic groups over F to
the category of abelian groups without p-torsion.
Now we proceed to define a functor inverse to ", which we will
denote by ". Let X be any abelian group without p-torsion, or just
any abelian group if p = 0. Let F[X] denote the group algebra of
X over F. We wish to show that F[X] is reduced, i.e., that it
contains no nonzero nilpotent elements.
If p Φ 0, let λ = Σ / Λ be a nilpotent element of F\X\ where
fi e F and xt e X. Then λ^ = 0 for some positive integer k. Now
χpk = Σ/ί*#f* and the xf are distinct because the homomorphism
X -> X sending each x to xf is injective since X has no p-torsion.
So we must have that each ff — 0, and hence each ft = 0, i.e., λ = 0.
If p = 0, again let λ = Σ / Λ be a nilpotent element of F[X].
If X' is the subgroup of X generated by the x/$, we have a natural
inclusion i^-algebra homomorphism F[Xf] -+ F[X] and XeF[X']. So
we may assume that X is finitely generated. Then X = A x B
where A is a finite abelian group and B is a product of finitely many
copies of the integers. So we have an i^-algebra isomorphism
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F[X] ^ F[A] ® F F[B]. It is a classical result that F[A] is a simisimple .F-algebra and hence isomorphic with a direct F-algebra sum
of finitely many copies of F, in fact \A\ copies. Thus F[X] is a
direct F-algebra sum of finitely many copies of F[B]. Now F[B]
is isomorphic with the F-subalgebra F[x19 xr\ •••,#«, B*1] of the
rational function field F(xlf '•••, xn)9 so it is an integral domain.
This shows that F[X] is reduced.
Now make F[X] into a Hopf algebra, defining the comultiplication 7, antipode η, and counit c by

7

If α/r: .F[X] —> JP is any .F-algebra homomorphism, its restriction to
X is a group homomorphism X-+F*. Conversely, given any group
homomorphism X - > F * , its extension to F[X] by ΐMinearity is an
i^-algebra homomorphism F[X] —> F. This correspondence gives a
bisection from the set &(F[X]) of all F-algebra homomorphisms
F[X] -» ί 7 to the set Horn (X, ί 7 *). One easily checks that this
bijection is a group homomorphism, where &(F[X]) carries the
group structure coming from the Hopf algebra structure of F[X]
and Horn (X, F*) carries that of valuewise multiplication. We denote
Horn (X, JF*) by X. Then by Theorem 2.1 of [6] and the above
identification, we have that (X, F[X]) is the structure of a proaffine algebraic group over F which is clearly abelian. If xeX,
σ 6 X, then viewing x as an element of F[X], one easily checks that
we have σ x = σ(x)x. So F[X] is the sum of 1-dimensional stable
submodules for the action of X by left translations, and hence
(X, F[X]) is a reductive abelian pro-aίfine algebraic group over F.
Suppose p:X-±Y
is a homomorphism of abelian groups without
p-torsion. Then p gives rise, uniquely, to an F-algebra homomorphism F[X]-+ F[Y] which is easily seen to be a homomorphism of
Hopf algebras. One can check directly that under the above identifications, the induced homomorphism &(F[Y])—> ^(F[X]) corresponds
to the natural homomorphism Y—>X sending a homomorphism Y—>F*
to its composition with p. We denote this homomorphism Y —> X by
p. Now one easily checks that this makes " a functor from the
category of abelian groups without p-torsion to the category of
reductive abelian pro-aίfine algebraic groups over F.
With Proposition 3.1, one can see immediately that the functor
"°" is naturally equivalent to the identity functor on the category
of reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic groups over F.
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To see t h a t " ° " is naturally equivalent to t h e identity functor
on t h e category of abelian groups without p-torsion, one merely has
to check t h a t for an abelian group X without p-torsion, t h e elements
of X are t h e only group-like elements of the Hopf algebra F[X].
But an element Σ?=i/t^< oί F[X] is group-like if and only if it is
nonzero and Σ?=i Λ^t ® ^i = Σ?,y=i/i/i^i ® χs
I t is easily seen t h a t
this requires t h a t all t h e / / s are zero except one, which must equal
1, So we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. The functor
is a contravariant
categorical
equivalence from the category of reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic
groups over F to the category of abelian groups without
p-torsion,
where p is the characteristic
of F. The functor
is a two sided
inverse to ".

One easily sees t h a t a reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic
group (G, P(G)) over F is affine (i.e., P(G) is finitely generated as
an F-algebra) if and only if t h e abelian group G is finitely generated.
So our contravariant categorical equivalence carries t h e full subcategory of reductive abelian affine algebraic groups over F onto
the full subcategory of finitely generated abelian groups without
p-torsion.
Also, one easily sees t h a t a pro-affine group (G, P(G)) as above
is connected if and only if G is torsion free, and t h a t G is totally
disconnected, i.e., pro-finite, if and only if G is a torsion group.
So if (G, P(G)) is as above and Gx denotes t h e identity component
of G, then the exact sequence
1

> Gx

>G

>1

> GIG,

corresponds, via ", to t h e exact sequence
1 <

G, <

G<

G/G, <

1

and the map GIGγ —> G is easily seen to map GIG1 isomorphically onto
the torsion subgroup of G.
7. Applications. We may use the character theory to provide
three counterexamples. We will see that there exists an extension [A,
B, C]π of (connected) pro-affine algebraic groups over F for which there
is no polynomial map Ύ:C->B with π<>y equal to the identity on C.
We will see that the identity component of a reductive abelian proaffine algebraic group over F need not be a direct factor, i.e., have
an algebraic group complement. Finally, we will see that there is an
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extension [A, B, C]π of (connected) pro-affine algebraic groups over
F such that there exists an abstract homomorphism 7: C —> B with
πo7 = iCy but there is no rational homomorphism, in fact no polynomial map, λ: C —> B with π © 7 — ic.
We begin with a lemma.
LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a torsion-free abelian group, and K any
field. Then the units of the group algebra K[X] are precisely the
elements of the form kx, where k e K* and x e X.

Proof. If Σ h%i is a unit in K[X] with inverse Σ isVh we may
replace K[X] with its Z-subalgebra K[X'] where X' is the subgroup
of X generated by the x/s and the y/s. So we may assume that
X is finitely generated, hence a free abelian group of finite rank.
1
Now we have K[X] = K[x19 xr\ •••,»», &U] where the x/s are
algebraically independent over K. Let u be a unit of i£[X] ane 1;
its inverse. We may write u = α/s and v = b/t where a and b are
in JKΓ[α?!,
, xn] and s and £ are monomials in x19
, α;Λ (with nonnegative exponents). Then ab = si and it follows immediately from
unique factorization in K[xlf * 'txn] that a is a ^-multiple of a
monomial in xlf •••, a?Λ, which gives the required form of u.
Now we can prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.4.

Let

be a short exact sequence of rational homomorphisms of reductive
abelian pro-ajfine algebraic groups over F with C connected. Suppose there exists a polynomial map σ: C-> B such that πoσ equals
the identity map on C. Then there exists a rational homomorphism
7: C—>-B such that π o 7 equals the identity map on C.
Proof. Write Z = A, Y = B, and X = G. Then * induces, via
", an exact sequence
*:

1<

Z<

Y^-X<

1

and the Hopf algebra sequence associated to * is the sequence
1<

F[Z] <

F[Y] ^ - F[X] <

1

induced by *.
Let σ': F[Y] —> F[X] be the F-algebra homomorphism induced
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by σ. For yeY, σ\y) is a unit in F[X].
Since C is connected, X
is torsion-free, and we have σ'(y) — X(y)y(y) with X(y)eF* and
Ύ(y) e X. Because & is an algebra homomorphism, we have

This implies, in particular, that 7: Y-> X is a homomorphism. Because 7Γ o σ = ίβ, we have σ' o π' = i ^ ] , so that τ(ίr(α?)) = x for all
α? e X. Now the rational homomorphism λ: C -> i? induced by 7 will
suffice, for we have ττo7 = i β .
Now if we find an extension
0

>X

>Y

>Z

>0

of torsion-free abelian groups which is not split, we will obtain, by
the above proposition, an extension

1

>z

>Ϋ

>X

>1

of connected abelian reductive pro-affine algebraic g r o u p s over F for
which no rational cross-section X -> Ϋ exists. Such examples abound,
and one is given b y
0

•Σ

> π — > π/Σ

>0

where π is the direct product of a countably infinite number of
copies of the integers and Σ is the corresponding direct sum, viewed
as a subgroup of π in the natural way. This extension is not split
because, for example, the element (1!, 2!, 3!,
•) + Σ of π/Σ is
divisible by every positive integer and no nonzero element of π has
this property.
Next, if we find an abelian group X without p-torsion whose
torsion subgroup Xt is not a direct summand, we will obtain a
reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic group X over F whose identity
component (X/Xt) has no algebraic group complement. For this we
may take X to be the product Π ^ Z/qZ of one copy of each cyclic
group of order a prime q not equal to p. Then Xt is the corresponding sum ΣQΦP ZjqZ. Then Xt is not a direct summand because
X/Xt is divisible while X contains no nontrivial divisible subgroup.
The identity component Gx of a reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic group G over F is certainly a direct factor if either Gx is
injective or G/Gx protective in the category of reductive abelian
pro-affine algebraic groups over F. An object H of this category
is injective (projective) if and only if H is projective (injective) in
the category of abelian groups without ^-torsion. It follows that
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the injectives H are the products ΠSF* of copies of the multiplicative group of F (over arbitrary indexing sets) while the projectives
H are the products (ΠSF*) x (ΠaHa) where JP* is the universal
covering group of F * (whose Hopf algebra is F[x1/n: n e Z]) and each
Ha is isomorphic to the additive group Zq of tf-adic integers for
some prime q Φ p.
A consequence of the following lemma is that any extension
[A, B, C]π of reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic groups over F
with A connected is abstractly split. Hence any such extension
which is not algebraically split provides our third counterexample.
LEMMA 3.5. Let Da form an inverse system of divisible abelian
groups with homomorphisms φayβ: Dβ —> Da when a <; β. Suppose
that for each a and each positive integer m, Da contains only finitely
many elements of order m. Then the inverse limit D — lim Da is
a

divisible.
Proof. Let x = (xa) e D and let m be a positive integer. Say
that each Da has na elements of order m. For each a, let Aa —
{yaeDa\y™ = xa}. Then Aa has na elements. Put Ba = Γiβ>«Φa,β(Aβ).
We claim that each Ba is nonempty. Suppose some Ba = φ. There
exist indices βlf
, β%a ^ a with yi £ φatβ.(Aβ.) where ylf
, y%a are
the elements of Aa. Choose β^β19
, βna. Then φa>β(Aβ) = φ, which
is absurd. So BaΦ φ.
Now, by the projective limit theorem of [7], lim Ba is nonempty.
a

If y e lim Ba, then ym = x.
Theorem 7 on page 18 of [9] asserts that if the torsion subgroup
of an abelian group is of bounded order, i.e., if the orders of its
elements are bounded, then it is a direct summand. An abelian
group X (without p-torsion) is of bounded order if and only if X is
of bounded order. This gives the following proposition.
3.6. Let G be a reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic group over F with identity component Gt. If G/G1 is of
bounded order, then Gt has an algebraic group complement in G.
In particular, this holds if G is affine.
PROPOSITION

8* Simply connected groups* Throughout this chapter, F will
be a fixed algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and all proaffine algebraic groups and varieties are defined over F. We will exhibit the universal properties which simply connected groups possess,
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and then investigate the question of the existence of cross-sections.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A, B, and H be connected pro-affine algebraic groups with H simply connected. Suppose π: A —> B is a
group covering and η: H -> B is a rational homomorphism. Then
there exists a unique rational homomorphism μ:H—>A such that
πo μ = τ]m

Proof. Let 7 and a denote the restrictions to the fiber product
H Xv,π A of the projections of H x A to the first and second factor,
respectively, so both 7: H Xη,π A-> H and a: Hχv,πA-^
A are rational homomorphisms. 7 is surjective because π is surjective and
the kernel of 7 is the subgroup 1 x K of H x A where K is the
kernel of π. This group is pro-finite. Because H is connected, the
restriction δ of 7 to the identity component G of HXv,π A is surjective. The kernel of δ is G Π (1 x K) which is pro-finite, so δ:G->H
is a covering. Since H is simply connected, δ is an isomorphism,
so we may put μ — a o δ'1. Then μ satisfies the requirements of the
proposition.
4.2. Let A, B, and H be connected pro-affine algebraic
groups {over F) with H simply connected. Suppose π: A-* B is a
group covering and η: £Γ—> B is a polynomial map. Then for each
h in H and a in A with η{h) — π(a), there is a unique polynomial
map μ: H —> A such that πoμ == η and μ(h) = a.
THEOREM

First we observe that it will suffice to show that there exists
some polynomial map μ:H-> A such that πoμ = ηm If such a map
μ is given and heH and aeA satisfy η(h) — π(a), define
μ':H->A

by μ\hf) = μ{h')μ(hyιa for K in H. Then π ° μ' = η and μ'(h) = a.
lί πoμ =z π°μ' = η and jti(fe) = μ'{h) = α, then the map H-+A sending
each h' in if to μ(h')μ'(h')~ι is a polynomial map from H to the
kernel of π. But the image of a connected pro-affine algebraic group
(or variety) under a polynomial map is easily seen to be connected
(i.e., its polynomial algebra is an integral domain). Since μ(h)μ\h)~1 = lf
this implies that μ = μ'.
We will first prove the result in the affine case. The proof will
proceed under slightly weaker assumptions to facilitate handling the
general case.
LEMMA 4.3. Let H, A, B, π, and f] be as in Theorem 4.2 and
assume that H, A, and B are all affine. Then there is a polynomial
map μ: H—> A such that πo μ = η.

Proof. To begin, we do not assume H is simply connected, but
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merely connected. Let C denote the set of elements (h, a) of H x A
for which η(h) = π(a) and let 7 and a denote the restrictions to C
of the canonical projections of H x A onto the first and second
factor, respectively. Then, clearly, C is an algebraic subset of
H x A and 7 and a are polynomial maps. 7 is surjective because
π is, and we have π ° α = >? ° 7.
Let the kernel K of π operate on H x A by multiplication in
the second factor (note that K is central in A and C is stable under
this operation). Let us write k (h, a) = (h, ka) for fc in K and (&, α)
in H x A.
We will write P( F) for the polynomial algebra of any affine (or
pro-affine) algebraic variety V and α' for the map P( U) —> P( V)
induced by a polynomial map a: V-+U.
Let Cίf
, Cg be the maximal irreducible closed subsets of C,
so C = (J?=i d
For each i, the Zariski closure 7(d) of 7(d) is an
irreducible closed subset of H and JET = Ui=i^(d) Since if is connected, i.e., irreducible, we have H = Ύ(CΪ) for some i, say H=Ύ(C1).
For each i, let Ίt and <x£ be the restrictions to Ct of 7 and a,
respectively. Then Ύ[: P(H) —> P(CX) is injective because H = 71(C1).
P(JΪ) ® P(A) is generated over F by P(fί) and P(A), and it follows
that PiCJ is generated over Ί[{P(H)) by αKί'CA))- Also each element
of a[(P{A)) is integral over a[(π\P(B))) = Ύ[(η\P(B))) c Ύ[(P(H)).
Thus P(d) is integral over Ύ[(P(H)). This shows that 7X is a finite
dominant morphism in the sense of [9]. It follows from the proposition on page 31 of that book that 71(C1) = H and that Ίί is a closed
map.
Next we show that P(CX) is an unramified extension of Ί[(P(H))
(cf. [3]). For this, let I be a PtQ-module and <5:P(Q-*M a
derivation with 8 o y[ = 0. View If as a P(A)-module via a[. Then
δ o a[\ P(A) -> M is a derivation and δ o a[ o π' = δ o 7ί o π' = 0. Because
P(A) is an unramified extension of π\P(B)), we have §oa[ = 0. So
<? vanishes on Ί[(P(H)) and on αί(P(A)). These generate P(Ci), so we
have δ = 0 and thus P(CX) is an unramified extension of 7[(P(H)).
We now have that for each element of Cx sent by 7X to the identity
element of H, there is a unique structure of affine algebraic group
on Cι having that element as the identity and such that Ύt is a
group covering.
Finally, we assume that H is simply connected, so that rί1 is
an isomorphism (choosing an identity element for d ) . We put μ =
1
α1o7Γ and then μ satisfies the requirements of the lemma.
Continuing the discussion preceding the last paragraph of the
proof, we observe that K permutes the C/s and since Ύ1 is surjective it is clear that C = U*6*fc d
So for each i, there is a kt in
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K with Q = kt Ci and K permutes the C/s transitively. Since 7X
is a group covering, all the fibers of 7X (over the various points of
H) have the same cardinality n. Since, for each i, 7< coincides
with the map Ύ1°dί where δi:Ci-*C1 sends each ct in C* to kτx cu
and δi is a variety isomorphism, all the fibers of yi have cardinality
n. It follows that the C/s are mutually disjoint. Indeed, we have
w>Q = Σ?=i i ^Γ W I for every fe in if. If the C/s are not mutually
disjoint, we have that nq = Σ?=il^ΓWI > I^~WI = \K\ for some
h in H. Then we have that Σ U l V W I > I^"W| for all Λ in fl".
From this we see that Ύ(\JiΦj (Ct Π C, )) = £Γ, contradicting that
dim (U^i (C, ΓΊ Cy)) < dim (C) = dim (H).
We see also now that for each i and each element of Ct sent
by Ύi to the identity element in H, there is a unique structure of
affine algebraic group on Q having that element as the identity
such that 7, is a group covering.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We begin by choosing at in A with
π(ay) — 3?(1). Given any finitely generated Hopf subalgebra R of
P(A), let S = (π'YXR) and let ϊ 7 be the smallest Hopf subalgebra
of P(JEΓ) containing 7)'(β). Since πf is injectίve, we may view S as
the intersection of R with the Hopf subalgebra P(B) of P(A). The
proof of Proposition 3.1 of [3] shows that R is an integral unramified
extension of S, and a finitely generated S-module. So we may apply
the well-known Artin-Tate lemma (cf. Theorem 1.13 of [8]) to conclude that S is finitely generated as a .F-algebra. Since the smallest
Hopf subalgebra of a Hopf algebra containing a given finitely generated subalgebra is finitely generated as an algebra, T is also
finitely generated. We have commutative diagrams

R
V'

P(B).

v

~B^

and πR is a covering of affine algebraic groups.
Let (ax)R denote the image of ax in AR. Define CRaHτ x ARf
B
R
Cf, Ύ , 7f, a , af as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, and fix notation so
that (1, (αJa) belongs to Cf. We endow Cf with the structure of
affine algebraic group having (1, (αJΛ) as identity such that 7f is a
covering. Because H is simply connected, there is a unique (surjec-
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tive) rational homomorphism τR: H~> Cf making a commutative
diagram

Define μ'B = τ'Bo («?)': R -> P(H).

Then we have

Now suppose R1 and i?2 are two finitely generated Hopf subalgebras of P(A) with R1 c R2. To make the notation more managable, we will use i, for i — 1,2, as a subscript or superscript
wherever analogy with the above would require using Rif St or Tt
as a subscript or superscript. We have a commutative diagram

where σ: Cf —> C\ is defined as follows: Let σ: H2 x A2 -^ jBrx x ^ be
the canonical map. Then σ carries C2 into C1 and each component
of the former into some component of the latter. Since σ(l, (a^)^
(1, (αja), σ induces a map σ: Cϊ -^ C\ making the above diagram
commute.
We will now show that σ is a homomorphism. Define θ: C\ x
C\ -> C\ by ί(a?, ») - σ(x)σ(y)σ(xy)-1. Then 7ϊ(ί(a?, 2/)) = 1 for every
x and y in Cf, so θ is a polynomial map from Cf x Cf to the kernel
of 7}. Since the former is irreducible and the latter finite, θ is
constant. Because σ(ϊ) = 1, we have θ(x, y) = 1 for every x and y
in Cf, so σ is a homomorphism. So the unicity of τ1 shows that
the following diagram commutes.
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and so, in particular, does
P{C\)

-E2

P(H)
P(C{) -

(*{)'

So the restriction of μ'2 to Rt coincides with μ[. Thus the μ's'&
together define an F-algebra homomorphism μ'\ P(A) -> P(H). Since
μ'Boπ'R = η'B for every R, we have μ?<>π' = ?/. Let μ: JHΓ-> A be the
induced polynomial map. Then TΓ O μ = 77, and the theorem is proved.
Now we turn to the question of the existence of cross-sections.
Suppose [K, G, H]π is an extension of pro-affine algebraic groups
(over F).
A cross-section is a polynomial map σ:H—>G such that π<>σ is
the identity map on H. We will show that if H is simply connected
a cross section-exists. We will obtain as a corollary the same result
when K is unipotent. So we assume [Kf G, H]π is as above with H
simply connected. Let Kr be a maximal reductive algebraic subgroup of K and let Gr be a maximal reductive algebraic subgroup
of G containing Kr. Then Hr = π(Gr) is a maximal reductive algebraic subgroup of H and we have two extensions of pro-affine algebraic group [KUJ Gu, Hu]su and [Kr, Grf Hr]Zγ where πu and πr are the

obvious restrictions of π. Cross-sections for these two extensions
give a cross-section for [K, G, H]π in the obvious manner. So we
have reduced to the cases where all the groups are unipotent or
all are reductive, and we still have that H is simply connected in
either of the two cases, by virtue of Theorem 5.2 of [3].
If all the groups are reductive, G may not be connected but
the identity component G1 of G is mapped onto H by π because
H is connected. So we may assume that G is connected (then so
is K because H is simply connected). Let Ct(G)f G^H), G'y and H'
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be as in Lemma 1.1, so that H = C^H) x if. We have extensions
[K n Gι(G)f GX(G), Q i ϊ ) ] , and [K f] G', G', H']π, where we use the
symbol π by abuse of notation. So in the case where all the groups
are reductive we reduce further to the two cases where all are
abelian or both G and H are semisimple, i.e., inverse limits of
semisimple affine algebraic groups.
9* The reductive abelian case* Let if be a simply connected
reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic group over F. Then H is torsionfree and by considering the diagrams

H
where φeH and the positive integer n denotes the nth. power map,
we see that H is divisible. Now if [K, G, H]π is an extension of
reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic groups with H simply connected, then H is divisible so it is a direct summand of G and the
extension [K, G, H]π is split by a rational homomorphism. In particular, a cross-section exists.
10* The unipotent case* If (G, A) is any pro-affine algebraic
group (over F as above), the Lie algebra £f(G) of G consists of all
differentiations δ: A-*F, i.e., F-linear maps δ for which δ(fg) — δ(f)c(g) +
c(f)δ(g) for all / and g in A where c: A —»F is the counit of A (or
the identity element of G). The bracket [<5, ε] of δ and e in £f(G)
is (δ (x) ε — ε (g) δ) o 7 where Ύ is the comultiplication in A. For each
finitely generated Hopf subalgebra S of A, we have the restriction
map £f(G)-*£f(G8),
where Gs = gf(S), and j2f(G) is clearly equal
to the inverse limit of the £f{Gsy&. The protective limit theorem
may be used to show that each restriction map £f(G) —> J*f(Gs) is
surjective.
If τ:G—>H is a rational homomorphism, the differential τ:«£f(G)—>
JZf(H) is defined via the map τ':B—>A where B is the polynomial
algebra of H.
Suppose (G, A) is a unipotent pro-affine algebraic group. Let
ps: G->GS, psy. GT-^GS, fs: J5f (G)->jSf (G*) and p*sy. £f(Gτ)-+3f{G8)
denote the obvious restriction maps when S and T are finitely generated Hopf subalgebras of A with S £ T. Then p°s and p°s>τ are
the differentials of ps and pSiTf respectively. By Theorem 10.1 of
[8] we have an isomorphism
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> Gs
of affine algebraic varieties where the polynomial algebra of £f(βs)
is generated as an jP-algebra by the linear functions £f(Gs) —> F.
By Theorem 10.2 of [8], we have pStT © expστ — expGjS © p%ιΓ. If we
give to £f(fi) the structure of pro-affine algebraic variety coming
from the representation £f(G) = lim J*f(Gs), the above shows that
s

we have an isomorphism
exp^: £f(fi)

>G

of pro-affine algebraic varieties satisfying ps o expG = exp^5 o p°s for
all S as above. Let logG denote the inverse of exp^. We see that
A is generated as an .F-algebra by functions of the form λopjolog^
where S is as above and λ: Sf{Gs) —> F is a linear function.
Now let [K, G, H]π be an extension of unipotent pro-affine algebraic groups. We have a commutative diagram
1

> K

0

> £f(K)

Π

exχ>κ

> G
lΐ
logσ

- ^

exp G

logH

H
lΐ

>1

exp^

> ^{G) —^ ^{H)

> 0.

We will choose a linear map σ°: Jzf(H) ~> Sf(G) such that π°oσ° is
the identity map on Sf(H).
Then we will put σ = exp^ ° <J° ° log^
and πoσ will coincide with the identity map on H. However, some
care must be taken to insure that σ°, hence also σ, is a polynomial
map. Let A and B denote the polynomial algebras of G and H,
respectively. Then A is generated by elements of the form λop^ologσ
where S is a finitely generated Hopf subalgebra of A and λ: £?(GS)->F
a linear function. If, for each such function, there is a finitely
generated Hopf subalgebra T of B and a linear function μ: £f{Hτ)-*F
such that \op°soa° = μoq°Tf where q°τ: Sf(JS)-»£f{Hτ)
is the canonical
map, then it will follow that σ is a polynomial map.
If L is an inverse limit of finite dimensional vector spaces Ls,
denote by ΊJ the space of all linear functions L —> F which factor
through one of the canonical maps L-*LS.
L* may be viewed as
the direct limit of the spaces dual to the L/s. Let (L*)° denote the
full dual of IA It is easily seen that the natural map L —• (L*)°
sending each element of L to the evaluation at that element is a
linear isomorphism.
In our situation, it is clear that J*f(H)*oπ° is contained in
%
Sf(G)*, so π° induces an injective linear map % \ £f(H)* —> £f(G)K
Let σh SfiGf —> Sf{Hf be a linear map such that σ% o TΓ* equals the
identity map on £?(H)*. Let σ°: £f(H) -> £f(β) be the map induced
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by σ* via the identifications Sf{H) = (£f(H)*)° and
so π°o σ° = i<?{H). Then we have that i^(G) # °σ 0 is contained in
J*f(H)*, which is precisely the condition cited above which shows
that σ = expGoo*0olog^ is a polynomial map, and πoσ = i 7/ .
The semisimple case* Let [if, G, if]* be an extension in which
G and H are connected and semisimple and H is simply connected.
We reduce further to the case where G is also simply connected.
f
Let p: G —> G be a universal covering of G and let K' be the kernel
of π o p. Then we have an extension [K'f G', H]πop where G' and H
are both semisimple and simply connected. Following a cross-section for this extension by the map p gives a cross-section for
[K, G, iϊ]*. So we may assume that G is simply connected. We
will show that G has a unique normal algebraic subgroup such that
the restriction of π to this subgroup is an isomorphism.
Let A and B denote the polynomial algebras of G and H, respectively. If S is a finitely generated Hopf subalgebra of A, let
qs: G's —> Gs be the universal covering of Gs given in § 3 of [4].
Then G's is semisimple affine algebraic group whose polynomial algebra we denote by S'. Since G is simply connected, there is a unique
rational homomorphism r:G->G's such that qs © r = p 5 , where
Ps' G-^ Gs is the restriction homomorphism. It follows that r is
surjective, so we may view Sf as a Hopf subalgebra of A. Thus
A is equal to the union of its finitely generated Hopf subalgebras
S with the property that (Gs, S) is simply connected. The same is
true of B.
Suppose S c i as above and that (Gs, S) is simply connected.
View the map π': B—> A as an identification, i.e., view B as a Hopf
subalgebra of A, and let T = B (Ί S. Then T is finitely generated
and we have a commutative diagram
G

We wish to show that Hτ is simply connected. Suppose H'τ —> iϊ Γ is
a covering (which implies that H'τ is an affine algebraic group).
Because Gs is simply connected, we get a commutative diagram
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This gives a commutative

T'

by which we may view the polynomial algebra T of H'τ as an integral unramified extension of T in S. We must show that I" = T.
We will show that T'B is a profinite extension of B in A. If V is
a finitely generated Hopf subalgebra of B containing T, then T'V
is clearly an integral extension of V. There is a natural surjection
DT(T) ®τ V-> DV(T' V) for which (t[ (g) ί£ + JJ (x) v is sent to tί (g)
tίv = J 2 where DΓ(T') = Γ' ®r TO and ΰ F ( Γ T ) = T'V®V TV/J2
are the spaces of Kaehler differentials. Since DT(T') = (0), we also
have DV(T'V) — (0). So T'V is an integral unramified extension of
V. By Theorem 4.3 of [3], this shows that T'B is a profinite extension of B. Now, because (H, B) is simply connected, we have
T'B = B, i.e., T' c 5. Thus f c ΰ n S = Γ , so f = Γ and ifΓ is
simply connected.
Let S and Γ be as above. Then J*f(Gs) is a finite dimensional
semisimple Lie algebra over F, so it has a unique ideal with the
property that the restriction of π°s: £f(Gs) —> £f(Hτ) to this ideal is
an isomorphism. This ideal is semisimple, hence algebraic (cf.
Corollary 13.4 of [8]). Because Hτ is simply connected, there is a
unique rational homomorphism σs: Hτ —> Gs whose differential σ°s
coincides with the inverse of the above isomorphism by Theorem 3.1
of [4]. Then σs(Hτ) is the unique normal algebraic subgroup of Gs
such that the restriction of πs to os{Hτ) is an isomorphism. In view
of the unicity, it is clear that lim^ os(Hτ) is the unique normal algebraic subgroup of G such that the restriction of π to this subgroup
is an isomorphism, where S ranges over the finitely generated Hopf
subalgebras of A for which (Gs, S) is simply connected. This completes the proof of the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.4. Let [K, G, H]π be an extension of pro-affine algebraic groups over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0
and suppose that H is simply connected. Then there exists a crosssection, i.e., a polynomial map σ:H-+G such that π°a equals the
identity map on H.

We saw that in the reductive abelian case, the extension was
split. After reducing the semisimple case to the case where G was
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also simply connected, we saw that in that case too the extension
was split. The nature of that latter reduction makes it clear that
the same is true without it.
If [K, G, H]π is an extension where H is reductive and simplyconnected, we may choose Kr and Gr as above with Kr £ Gr and then
π(Gr) = H. Then, replacing Gr with its identity component and Kr
with its identity component, we get extensions [Kr Π Ct{Gr), Ct(Gr),
C^H)]* and [Kr Π G'r, G'r, H]π as above and both are split. Since
Ct(Gr) is central in Gr, the extension [Kr, Gr, H]π is split. Hence so
is [K, G, H]π. So our proof of Theorem 4.4 also proved the following
theorem.
THEOREM 4.5. Let [K, G, H]π be an extension of pro-affine algebraic groups over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0
and suppose that H is reductive and simply connected. Then the
extension is split.

Next suppose that [K, G, H]π is an extension in which K is
unipotent. Then K is contained in the unipotent radical Gu of G.
By the above theorem, since Hu is simply connected, there is a crosssection for the extension [K, Gu, Hu]πu. If Gr is a maximal reductive
algebraic subgroup of G, then the restriction of π to Gr is an isomorphism onto a maximal reductive algebraic subgroup of H. The
inverse of this isomorphism together with the cross-section for
[Ky Gu, Hu]Zu gives a cross-section for [K, G, H]π. This proves the
following corollary.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let [K9 G, H]π be an extension of pro-affine
algebraic groups over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
0 and suppose that K is unipotent. Then there exists a crosssection.

The existence of cross-sections makes possible a description of
group extensions in terms of rational cohomology. This is most
practical in the case of an abelian kernel. Let A and H be proaffine algebraic groups (over F) with A abelian and let η\H-^
Aut (A) be a homomorphism making A an if-group. We denote by
Cn(Hf A) the set of all rational w-cochains for H in A, i.e., the set
of all polynomial maps H x
x H (n copies) —> A, for each positive integer n and we put C°(H, A) = A. Then we have the usual
boundary operator d: Cn(H, A) —> Cn+1(H, A) whose kernel we denote
n+
by Z%H, A) and whose image we denote by B \H, A). We have
n
n
B (H, A) c Z*(Hf A) for n^l,
as usual. Each B (H, A), Z\H, A),
n
and C (H, A) is an abelian group under valuewise multiplication.
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Just as with abstract groups, we have an injective homomorphism
Z\Hf A)/B\H, A)

> Ext (H, A, η) .

The image of this homomorphism consists of the classes of extensions
of A by if inducing 7) for which there exists a cross-section. So
if H is simply connected or A is unipotent (i.e., an inverse limit of
finite dimensional vector groups) the above map is an isomorphism.
If, in the above situation, A is a finite dimentional vector group,
we have a natural identification

where P(H*) = P(H) <g) • <g) P(H) (n copies).
11* Reductions of Ext* We will use the tools we have accumulated to make several reductions for the problem of computing Ext
in the category of pro-affine algebraic groups over an algebraically
closed field F of characteristic 0. Modulo the question of the existence of extensions, Proposition 2.1 reduces our problem to the
case of an abelian kernel. If A is an abelian pro-affine algebraic
group over F, the unipotent radical Au and maximal reductive algebraic subgroup Ar of A are both stable under all rational automorphisms of A. So by Proposition 2.5 we reduce to the cases in which
the kernel is abelian and reductive or abelian and unipotent.
With Proposition 2.3 of [5], it is easy to see that if A is a
reductive abelian pro-affine algebraic group over F, then any algebraic subgroup of Aut (A) is totally disconnected.
Suppose that A and H are pro-affine algebraic groups over F
with A abelian and reductive, and that ψ H—> Aut (A) makes A into
an iJ-group. Since the unipotent radical Hu of H is connected, H%
operates trivially on A. Thus H\HU9 A) = Horn (Hu, A) = (0.) and
AHu = A. Also, an easy application of the structure theory with
respect to unipotent and reductive subgroups shows that Ext (Hu, A) =
(0), so ΈxtHu (if, A) = Ext (if, A) (we suppress η in the notation).
So Proposition 2.2.2 shows that the inflation homomorphism is an
isomorphism Ext (H/Hu, A) —> Ext (H, A).
If we choose a maximal reductive algebraic subgroup Hr of if,
we obtain a commutative diagram of isomorphisms
Ext (H/Hu9 A)
\

>Ext(H,A)
/

Ext (Hr, A)
where each map is a lifting homomorphism associated with one of
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the three natural maps H->H/HU, Hr->H, and Hr->H/Hu.
(We have not spelled out the definition of a lifting homomorphism, but it is just like the inflation homomorphism. If A is an
abelian ίf-group and σ: G —> H a rational homomorphism, the lifting
homomorphism sends the class of [A, E, H]π to that of [A, E Xx,σGf G]π,
f
where π is the restriction to Eχπy(TG
of the projection of E x G
onto the second factor. If σ is the inclusion of an algebraic subgroup G of H, then EXπ>σG may be identified with π~\G).)
Now let H and U be pro-affine algebraic groups over F with U
unipotent and let τj:H-^O(U) be a homomorphism. Let C denote
the center of U and τj0: H.—• Aut (C) the map induced by η. Suppose that Ext (H, U, η) is nonempty, which implies that η0 makes C
into an iϊ-group.
Because Ext (H, U) is nonempty, by choosing a cross-section for
some extension of U by H inducing η we obtain a polynomial map
rf\ ίf—> Aut (17) of H into an algebraic subgroup of Aut(Z7) such
that rf followed by the canonical map Aut (Ϊ7) —> O( 17) coincides
with η. We may arrange that η'(ϊ) is the identity automorphism
on U.
If xeH and ξ = [t/, i?, ifjα>7r is an extension inducing the restriction ηu of 57 to Hu, let x f denote the extension [U, E, H^,^
where ax = aoη^x)'1 and πx(e) = xπ(e)x~1 for e in i?. One can easily
verify that x ξ induces ηu for each x in if and that 1 ξ = f. For
x and 2/ in if, the map η\x) o ^'(y) o rj'ixyY1 is an inner automorphism
of C7, say ^'(x) o ^'(^) o η'{χy)~ι = Cΰ where Cΰ is the conjugation by
the element ΰ of U. If we use Cΰ also to denote the conjugation
on E by the element a(ΰ) of E, then one can easily verify that Cΰ
gives an equivalence of extensions (xy) - ξ -^ x - (y ξ). So we have
an action of H on Ext (Hu, U) such that each x in H sends the class
of each ξ as above to that of x ξ. We leave to the reader to verify
that this action does not depend on the choice of the polynomial
map rf lifting f] as above.
If x belongs to Hu, we may choose e in E such that π(e) = x
and ea(u)e~λ = a{η\x){u}) for each u in U. Then the map E->E
sending each eι in E to ee^1 gives an equivalence of extensions
x ' ξ —> ξ. So the above action factors through H/Hu.
Suppose that [U, Er, H]ar,π, is an extension inducing η. The
lifting map Ext (Hf U) -> Ext (Hu, U) sends its class to that of ξ =
[?7, i?, ifjα,* where 1? = π"\Hu) and α and π are the obvious maps.
For x in if, we may choose e' in Έf such that π'(e') = x and
e'a'ίuXe'Y1 = α'O/(aO{tt}) for each % in ί7. Then the map E' -> E'
sending each β in £? to e'e(β')"1 gives an equivalence of extensions
&•£—•£. So the image of Ext {H, U) under the lifting map is contained in the if-fixed part Ext (Hu, U)H of Ext (Hu, U).
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We specialize first to the case where U = A is abelian. The
following two propositions will show that if we assume further that
A is affine, then the lifting homomorphism is an isomorphism
Ext (H, A, η)

π

> Ext (Hu, A, ηu) .

PROPOSITION 5.1. In the above situation with A a unipotent
affine H-group, the image of the lifting homomorphism coincides
H
with Ext (Hu, A, ηu) .

Proof. We have a natural action of H on each Cn(Hu, A) =
A (x) P(Hl) for which each x in H sends each a (g) \ (x)
(x) λΛ to
η(x){a} (x) (x λj (g)
(g) (a? λ j where (x λ)(#) = X(x~ιyx) for λ in
P(£Γtt) and y in ίfM.
This action of H on CW(£ΓΛ, A) stabilizes
n
n
Z (Hu, A) and B (Hu, A). It is easy to verify that under the identification Ext (Hu, A) = Z2(HU, A)/B\HU, A), the above two actions by
H coincide. Each Cn(Hu, A) is a rational representation module for
H, i.e., a sum of finite dimensional rational representation modules
in the usual sense.
Let Hr be a maximal reductive algebraic subgroup of H. Because
Hr is reductive, it follows that all of its rational representations
are semisimple. So there is an iίr-stable subspace S of Z\HUJ A)
such that Z\HU, A) = B2(HU, A) 0 S.
Now suppose that ξ = [A, E, Hu]a,π is an extension inducing ηu
whose class is iί-fixed. This class determines a unique element /
of S and, because the class in ίί-fixed, we have χ f = f for every
x in Hr. Via / we may identify E with A x Hu endowed with the
group structure given by (alf y^a^ y2) = {aj]{y^{a^f{y19 y2), y,y2).
Then a sends each a in A to (α/(l, I)" 1 , 1) and π projects onto the
second factor. Put Ef — A x Hu x Hr and define a composition in
W by
1

(aί9 yίf ^)(α 2 , y2, x2) = (α1^(?/1x1){α2}/(?/1, x^xϊ ),

1

y^x^xί ),

xxx2) -

One may verify that this makes Er a pro-affine algebraic group over
F. The identity element is (/(I, I)" 1 , 1, 1) and the inverse of (a, y, x)
is {η(χ-ιy-ι){af(X, l)f(y, y'1)}"1, x~ιy~ιx, x~ι). Define cί\ A->Ef and
π'\ Ef -* H by a'(a) = (α/(l, I)" 1 , 1, 1) and π'(a, y, x) = yx for a in A,
y in iϊ w , and x in iϊ r . Then both are rational homomorphisms and,
in fact, £' = [A, £", H]a',K' is an extension inducing η. The verifications are straightforward. One now easily sees that the class of f
is sent by the lifting homomorphism to that of ξ. This completes
the proof.
This argument extends easily to the case where A is a product
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of finite dimensional H-groups If A is any unipotent abelian proaίfine Jϊ-group and if Hu operates trivially on A, then one can show
that A is H-isomorphic with a product of finite dimensional ίf-groups
so that we obtain the same result. But for now we must leave
open the question of whether this extends to an arbitrary unipotent
abelian pro-affine iϊ-group.
PROPOSITION 5.2.
Under the same assumptions
tion 5.1, the lifting homomorphism is injective.

as in Proposi-

Proof. By Proposition 2.2.2 we have an exact sequence
Ext (H/Hu, A**)

> E x t J / ω (JET, A)

> H\H/HU,

H\HUJ

A))

where Ext# tt (H, A) is the kernel of the lifting homomorphism. We
have that Ext (H/Huf AH«) = (0) because H/Hu is reductive and AH*
is unipotent. So it will suffice to show that the image of E x t ^ (H, A)
in H\H/HU, H\H%9 A)) is trivial.
The action of H/Hu on H\HUJ A) comes as follows: For any x
in H and any 1-cochain /: Hu—> A we define x f: Hu-*Aby (x f)(y) =
^OEM/OE" 1 ^)}- This gives an action of H on C\H%f A) which stabilizes Z\HU, A) and B\HU, A), so induces an action of H on H\HU, A) =
Z\HU, A)jB\Hu, A) which factors through H/Hu. With the identification C\HU, A) = A 0 P(HU), this corresponds to the usual action
described in the proof of Proposition 5.1. This shows that H\HU, A)
is a rational ϋ/iϊ%-module.
We call a rational 1-cocycle d: H/Hu —> Hι(Hu, A) admissible if
its image lies in a finite dimensional subspace of H\HU% A). If d is
a 1-coboundary, then it is clearly admissible. Let Z\(H/HU, H\HU, A))
denote the group of admissible 1-cocycles and put Hi(H/Hu9 H\HU, A)) =
Zi(H/Hu9 HXHU, A))/B\H/HU, H\HU, A)).. It is well-known that for
any reductive affine (and hence pro-affine) algebraic group over F
and any finite dimensional rational representation module for that
group, H1 of that group in that module is trivial. Our HI is
defined so as to make that result easily extend. So we have
Hl(H/Hu, H\Huf A)) = (0).
We will now show that the image of ΈxtEu (H, A) is contained
in Hl(H/Hu, H\HU9 A)) which will complete the proof. Any extension of A by H inducing η. which is iϊw-split may be represented by
a 2-cocycle fe Z\H, A) which satisfies f(y, z) — 1 for y and z in Hu.
Given such an /, for x in H define g(x): Hu—> A by g(x)(y) =
ί
1
f(x, x~ yx)f(y, x)' for y in Hu. One can verify that g(x) is a 1cocycle Hu-+ A and that for y in Hu, g(yx) and g(x) differ by a 1coboundary Hu —> A. So g defines a map H/Hu —> H\HU, A) which
may be shown to be a 1-cocycle. Tracing through the definition of
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the map ExtHu (H, A) -+ Hι(H/Hu, H\HU, A)), one can verify that the
class of the extension represented by / is sent to the class of this
I-cocycle. The map (x, y)^g(x){y) is given by an element of A®
P(HU) (x) P(jff) and it is clear that as x ranges over H, the maps
g(x) span a finite dimensional space of functions HU-*A.
This shows
that the image of Ext H% (H, A) is contained in H\{HjHu, Hι(Hu, A)).
Now let H and U be pro-affine algebraic groups over F with
U unipotent and let η:H->O{U) be a homomorphism such that
Ext (H, U, ij) is nonempty. This implies that the induced homomorphism 7j0: jff—> Aut (C), where C is the center of U, makes C into
an ίZ-group. We have faithful transitive actions of Ext (H, C) on
Ext (if, U) and Ext (HU,C) on Ext(Hu,U),
where we omit the
various maps induced by η in the notation.
If λ and μ are extensions representing elements of Ext (Hu, C)
and Ext(iTM, U), respectively, then one can verify that α? (λ EB μ) =
x λ B3 x μ. It follows from the fact that the action of Ext (Hu, C)
on Ext(iϊ w , U) is faithful and transitive that if the class of μ is
iϊ-fixed, then Ext (Hu, U)H is equal to the set of classes of λ EB μ
where λ ranges over a set of representatives for the elements of
Ext (Huf C)H.
Now suppose that C is affine. Then the lifting homomorphism
Ent (iϊ, C) -> Ext (Huf C)H is an isomorphism. It follows immediately
from Proposition 2.4 that the lifting map Ext (JHΓ, 17) —> Ext (Hu, U)H
is a bisection, so we have proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.3. In the notation introduced above, where U is
unipotent and the center C of U is affine, if Ext (Ht U) is nonempty, then the lifting map Ext (JET, U) —> Ext (Hu, U)H is a bisection. In particular, this holds if U is a unipotent affine algebraic
group over F and Ext (H, U) is nonempty.

Let us return now to the reductive situation. If A and H are
reductive pro-affine algebraic groups over F and A is an abelian
Jϊ-group via the homomorphism η: H-* Aut (A), then the identity
component Hι of H is contained in the kernel of η. The tools we
have at hand do not lend themselves to computing Ext (H, A) in
terms of Ext (Hlf A), Ext (H/Hlf A),
etc. Therefore, we assume
that H is connected, so that every extension of A by H is central.
Let ω: L-* H be a universal covering for H with kernel K. Then
K is a central subgroup, so from Proposition 2.2.2, with the help
of Theorem 4.5, we have an exact sequence
Horn (L, A)

> Horn (K, A)

> Ext (H, A) •

> (0) .
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Let Horn (L, A)κ denote the image of Horn (L, A) in Horn (K, A), i.e.,
the group of all rational homomorphisms K —> A which extend to
rational homomorphisms L->A. We have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let A and H be reductive pro-affine algebraic
groups over F with A abelian and H connected. Let ω: L —> H
be a universal covering of H with kernel K. Then Ext (H, A) =
Horn (K, A)/Hom (L, A)κ.

Suppose in the above proposition that H is semisimple, i.e., that
CiiH) is trivial. Then L is semisimple as well, so Horn (L, A) = (0)
because A is abelian and L is equal to the algebraic hull of its
commutator subgroup. This gives the following corollary.
5.5. If A and H are pro-affine algebraic groups
over F with A reductive and abelian and H semisimple, then
Ext (if, A) ~ Horn (K, A) where K is the fundamental group of H,
i.e., the kernel of a universal covering of H.
COROLLARY

Now suppose, in Proposition 5.4, that A is equal to a product
ΓL F* °ver some indexing set S of copies of F*. Then A is injective in the category of reductive ablian pro-affine algebraic groups
over F. Now L = C^L) x U as in Lemma 1.1, and we have
ω{Cλ{L)) = Cλ{H) and ω(L') = H'. Put D = C^H) n H' and M =
K Π (1 x L'), so M is the kernel of the restriction of ω to L', i.e.,
the fundamental group of H'.
The restriction homomorphism
Horn (K, A) —> Horn (Λf, A) is surjective because A is injective in the
category of reductive abelian groups. Z/, hence also M, is contained
in the kernel of any rational homomorphism L —> A, so Horn (L, A)κ
is contained in the kernel of the restriction homomorphism
Horn (K, A) -> Horn (Λf, A).
Now let ψ: K-> A be a rational homomorphism whose restriction
to M is trivial. Put E = d(L) Π ω'\D).
Via the projection of
CJLCL) x L' onto the first factor, we obtain an isomorphism K/M-+E.
So there exists a rational homomorphism φ:E-> A such that ψ(x, y) =
φ(x) for all (x, y) in K. Now ^ extends to a rational homomorphism
ς5: Ci(L) —> A by the fact that A is injective, as above. Define
φr: L - G^L) x L'-±A by ^(a;, 2/) - φ(x) for all (α?, y) in CX(L) x L'.
The restriction of φr to K coincides with ψ, so we have proved the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.6. If A is a product Π* F* of copies of F* and
H is a connected reductive pro-affine algebraic group over F, then
Ext (H, A) = Horn (Jkf, A) where M is the fundamental group of H',
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the algebraic hull of the commutator subgroup of H. In particular,
this holds if A is a connected reductive abelian affine algebraic
group over F.
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